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A B S T R A C T


Three-dimensional electron microscopy (3DEM) is an imaging field containing several powerful modalities such
as serial section transmission electron microscopy and electron tomography. However, large-scale 3D studies of
biological ultrastructure on a cellular scale have historically been hampered by the difficulty of available
techniques. Serial block face scanning electron microscopy (SBFSEM) is a 3DEM technique, developed in 2004,
which has greatly increased the reliability, availability and throughput of 3DEM. SBFSEM allows for 3D imaging
at resolutions high enough to resolve membranes and small vesicles whilst having the capability to collect data
with a large field of view. Since its introduction it has become a major tool for ultrastructural investigation and
has been applied in the study of many biological fields, such as connectomics, cellular and matrix biology. In this
review, we will discuss biological SBFSEM from a technical standpoint, with a focus on cellular applications and
also subsequent image analysis techniques.


1. Introduction


Although the earliest discoveries regarding the cell and its ultra-
structure were made using light microscopy, the advent of electron
microscopy (EM) and the development of suitable sample preparation
techniques made it possible to examine the cellular ultrastructure in
finer detail (Fig. 1). Standard transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
of plastic embedded cells has enabled researchers to examine cellular
ultra-structure at a resolution suitable to trace individual phospholipid
bilayers (Glauert, 1984).The increase in resolution allows researchers to
examine cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions that would be impossible
to resolve using photons of light. TEM can excel in delivering high-
resolution images of exceedingly thin (20–70 nm) slices of tissue, and
various techniques such as serial section TEM and electron tomography
exist that allow this high-resolution approach to extend into three-di-
mensions. Electron microscopists have become proficient in under-
standing how to interpret the two-dimensional slices as part of larger
volumes of tissue, and take advantage of these 3D electron microscopy
(3DEM) techniques to produce truly 3D datasets. 3D TEM in its various
forms, despite its continued power and importance, has limitations,
with high costs, difficulty and unreliability being chief among them.
Over the past 30 years several 3DEM techniques have been developed


that are based on the scanning electron microscope (SEM). These
techniques sacrifice the ultra-high resolution of the TEM in exchange
for faster, easier and more reliable data collection. They are focused ion
beam scanning electron microscopy (FIBSEM), array tomography and
the focus of this review: serial block face scanning electron microscopy
(SBFSEM). In order to illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of
the 3DEM techniques as well as throw some light on how the field has
developed over time, we will briefly run through each technique below.


1.1. Stereo pairs


The simplest of the 3D TEM techniques is to generate a stereo pair
where two images are taken at slightly different tilt angles to mimic the
separation of human eyeballs (Turner, 1981). A tilt pair can be taken on
a standard TEM. The tilt pair is effectively two angled 2D projections of
planes within the 3D sample volume, which allows users to ‘see’ within
the slice. If a thicker section is tilted it is possible to see how the
structures within the section interact, but it is difficult to interrogate the
images in a scientific manor. Although many techniques have been
developed to quantify internal structures (Ghosh, 1981), stereo images
are more suited to demonstrating concepts than to facilitating data
analysis.
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1.2. Transmission electron tomography


Taking the concept of tilting the sample one stage further, electron
tomography is a technique in which numerous images are taken of
individual tissue sections which are tilted at regular angular intervals.
Each image is a projection of all of the material within the section. By


back projecting the images, it is possible to generate a 3-dimensional
reconstruction of the tissue in the section. The electron tomogram
produces a high-resolution (typically down to a few nanometers) re-
construction of the sample, but the field of view is normally only a few
micrometers (Barcena and Koster, 2009). The technique is best used for
examining small regions at high resolution however it is possible to


Fig. 1. SBFSEM: non-specific stains allow ima-
ging of the whole system at high resolution. A)
Confocal image of a dividing Xenopus epithelial
cell. The α-tubulin is labelled in green and the
condensed chromatin is stained with DAPI
(blue). The image only shows the location of
the spindles and chromosomes B) Volume ren-
dering of a dividing Xenopus epithelial cell im-
aged using SBFSEM. The condensed chromatin
is rendered in blue. The two centrioles are just
visible at the spindle poles coloured red. The
rest of the cell is rendered based on stain den-
sity in white and pink. The volume rendering
mainly shows the location of the pigment and
lipids seen in the cytoplasm due to their elec-
tron dense staining. C) SBFSEM slice shown in B
demonstrating how many more organelles can
be seen due to the non-specific staining. The
condensed chromosomes are outlined in blue.
The red square indicates the location of one of
the centrioles. Note that this is a small
(54 x 50 μm) part of a much larger
(84× 67 x 142 μm) volume. D) A series of
images centred in the same x–y location as the
red square in C. Each image is 100 nm deeper
into the tissue than the image above it. The
depth to the image compared with the slice
shown in C is shown top right of each image.
The data for this figure was used in a publica-
tion (Jones et al., 2014). Scale bars A–C are
10 μm, D is 1 μm. (For interpretation of the re-
ferences to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this
article).
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combine low-resolution electron tomography with serial sectioning if
the examination of larger volumes is desired. By imaging serial thick
sections (1–2 μm per section), large volumes of tissue can be examined
using a 400 kV microscope (Soto et al., 1994). Before we purchased our
serial block face equipment we examined embryonic tendon develop-
ment using stacks of sixty 300 nm thick tomograms (Kalson et al.,
2013). We would not recommend this approach, however, as it is very
time consuming and has a high risk of failure, although the technique
does have the advantage that it allows for specific regions to be re-
visited at higher resolution.


1.3. Serial section TEM


Standard serial section TEM (ssTEM) involves collecting a series of
50–70 nm sections that span the volume of interest and imaging each
one separately (Rieder, 1981). The process requires a high level of
technical skill, as the resin embedded block has to be trimmed perfectly
in order for the sections to leave the block as a single ribbon. There are
many opportunities to lose or damage slices during the procedure and
even experienced microscopists can make mistakes when sectioning. In
the context of ssTEM this means that the whole process must be re-
started, as otherwise the resulting dataset would be incomplete. In the
early days of ssTEM the images were collected onto negatives and to
create a 3D model the negatives could be enlarged and traced in order
to cut out the cellular shape in expanded polystyrene sheets (Pedler and
Tilly, 1966). Fortunately in the present era of high-powered computing,
images can be aligned and volumes can be generated with much greater
ease (Fiala, 2005; Kremer et al., 1996). Despite its high difficulty,
ssTEM is still in use today (Fischer et al., 2018; Tsukamoto and Omi,
2017) and has the distinct advantages of giving higher resolution when
compared to the block face imaging techniques and also providing for
the ability to re-image archived slices.


1.4. Array tomography


An alternative to collecting serial TEM sections is to use a technique
that has been termed array tomography (Micheva and Smith, 2007).
Here serial sections of a sample that has been stained en-bloc with heavy
metals are collected onto a substrate and imaged in an SEM. The de-
velopment of array tomography has been greatly helped by automated
methods of collecting the serial sections, such as the Automatic Tape-
collecting Ultra-Microtome (Schalek et al., 2011). The Automatic Tape-
collecting Ultra-Microtome is a device comprising of an ultra-
microtome, which automatically collects sections of resin-embedded
tissue on Kapton tape in long reels. The tape is then cut into sections
and attached to silicon wafers for imaging in the SEM. The advantage of
this technique is the reduced amount of manual manipulation, which
reduces the loss of, or damage to individual sections. The sample can
also be archived and revisited. Software is being developed specifically
to image these arrays of sections, speeding up the data acquisition
process considerably (Hayworth et al., 2014). The sample collection
still appears to be time consuming and requires a highly trained user
who is capable of reproducibly preparing high quality TEM sections,
however the technique does exceed in its versatility, facilitating re-
peated imaging at different resolutions and reducing the problem of
sample charging encountered with the block face imaging techniques
(Wacker et al., 2018).


1.5. Block face imaging techniques


The block face imaging techniques consist of focussed ion beam
SEM (FIBSEM) and, the focus of this review, serial block face SEM
(SBFSEM). In contrast with the previously mentioned techniques, which
involve imaging thin slices of stained material cut from an epoxy resin
block, the FIB-SEM and SBFSEM directly image the sample block face.


1.5.1. Focussed-Ion beam scanning electron microscopy
Focussed-ion beam SEM takes advantage of the dual beam instru-


ments sold by many of the microscope manufacturers. The instruments
were initially developed for materials science applications but are now
frequently being used for volume imaging of biological samples (Knott
et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2017). The basic instrument has an electron
column, which can be used for standard scanning electron microscopy.
At an angle to the electron column is an ion column, which generates
positively charged ions (frequently gallium) and accelerates these to-
wards the sample in a controlled manner. Both the electron column and
the ion column have scan coils, which allow the beams to be accurately
moved across the surface of the sample. As the ion beam is scanned over
the sample, high-momentum ions mill away material in a highly con-
trolled fashion (Volkert and Minor, 2007). Images are taken between
rounds of milling to remove a thin layer, generating a series of images
that constitute a three-dimensional volume. The great precision with
which the ion beam can be moved across the sample allows for arbi-
trarily thin slices between images meaning that datasets can have
higher Z-resolutions than ssTEM and SBFSEM. Users have also found
that they are able to image samples that have been prepared for con-
ventional TEM using FIBSEM due to the fact that they can use long
dwell times to compensate for the relatively low contrast (Knott et al.,
2008). The disadvantage of FIBSEM is that as the area to be milled
increases the time for milling increases, which affects the overall data
collection rate. The process also requires that the microscope be re-
focussed every time a slice is taken, which increases the chance of
imaging problems during a run (Xu et al., 2017).


1.5.2. Serial block face scanning electron microscopy
Serial block face scanning electron microscopy is known by many


abbreviations, including SBEM and SBSEM, but for the purpose of this
review we will use the term SBFSEM. The basic SBFSEM machine uses a
microtome that sits within the chamber of an SEM to remove thin slices
of the embedded sample (Fig. 2). The top of the block face is imaged
before the sample is cut at a specified depth by the microtome, re-
vealing a new block face, which is again imaged and the process re-
peated. The first example of a microtome that fit within an SEM was
described by Leighton in 1981 (Leighton, 1981). Leighton built a fully
working microtome that was able to cut a thin section of resin which
could be imaged in the SEM. However the technique was limited at the
time, both because the non-conductive samples had to be carbon coated
in between sectioning to reduce charging (Biazik et al., 2015) and be-
cause computers at the time lacked the power required to work with the
large numbers of digital images that could be generated (for context: in
1981 Microsoft released MS-DOS, their first operating system). Denk
and Horstmann revisited the concept years later and fit their microtome
inside an SEM with a variable pressure chamber that could introduce a
small amount of water vapour into the system (Denk and Horstmann,
2004). Adding water vapour reduced sample charging during imaging,
allowing the visualisation of non-conductive samples without the need
for coating between slices. The Denk and Horstmann microtome was
eventually commercialised to become the 3view™ (Gatan, UK). The
3view™ is designed to replace the standard door of any donor SEM that
can fit the microtome under the beam. As the benefits of in chamber
microtoming have become more apparent other manufactures have
developed competing systems. In 2014 FEI (now Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific) announced the Teneo Volumescope™ (Korkmaz, 2016). The
Volumescope is still relatively new in the field however it has been
utilised in several recent studies (Ghosh et al., 2018; Hussain et al.,
2018; Parkyn et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018).


SBFSEM has several advantages over other 3DEM techniques.
Firstly, compared to FIBSEM (the milling process of which can be very
time consuming), the process of cutting the sample using the in-
chamber microtome between images takes only seconds. As a result the
primary factor in determining how long it takes to collect a dataset is
simply how long it takes to scan each individual pixel for each image,
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making runs quicker. The knife can also quickly remove a greater vo-
lume of material than the ion beam of the FIBSEM, meaning that larger
volumes of tissue can feasibly be scanned (Fig. 3). Both techniques can
reach a minimum X,Y pixel size of around 3–5 nm (Daum et al., 2017;
Feeney et al., 2018) however voxel size in the Z-direction is at best
20 nm in SBFSEM (Chen et al., 2017) (a limit set by the cutting of the
knife) whereas FIBSEM allows the milling of arbitrarily thin sections.
Compared to ssTEM, both FIBSEM and SBFSEM sacrifice ultimate re-
solution in exchange for greater ease of use and reliability: both block
face techniques allow the user to leave the microscope on ‘autopilot’
once a run has been initiated (assuming there are no problems en-
countered with cutting/milling or imaging), and thus the total work
hours needed to produce a complete dataset are vastly reduced. Tech-
niques can be combined to ascertain information at different resolu-
tions, for instance electron tomography is highly complementary to
SBFSEM. It is possible to image the same sample using SBFSEM along
with electron tomography in order to get information across many
length scales (Godwin et al., 2017). Problems with the technique in-
clude the fact that the resin-embedded block is irradiated with dama-
ging high-energy electrons, leading to imaging issues and problems
with knife cutting. The process is also inherently destructive, and as
mentioned earlier the slice thickness is limited to 20 nm, which limits
the ultimate Z-resolution. For an overview and comparison of the
aforementioned techniques see (Peddie and Collinson, 2014; Webb and
Schieber, 2018).


SBFSEM has been used to examine the structure of cells and tissue at
many length scales. At the larger end of the scale the technique was
used to image and model the entire silk spinneret system, including
glands, nerves and other tissues, of a tanaid crustacean (Kaji et al.,
2016). Structures which are dozens of microns in length such as axons
(Kornfeld et al., 2017) and entire collagen fibrils (Svensson et al., 2017)
can be imaged as well as large populations of cells in one automated run
(Pollreisz et al., 2018; Salo et al., 2018). At the level of whole cells,
SFBFEM has been used to image whole glomerular podocytes
(Lausecker et al., 2018) and parasitic T. brucei cells (Hughes et al.,
2017). On the subcellular level, studies have utilised SBFSEM to ex-
amine the ultrastructure of many cell components. A recent study ex-
amined the morphology of carnivorous plant nuclei in order to examine
novel membrane extensions (Plachno et al., 2017). Sub-nuclear struc-
tures such as individual chromosomes (Chen et al., 2017) and the mi-
totic spindle (Nixon et al., 2017) have been imaged and modelled. At
the nanometer scale, SBFSEM is able to resolve structures such as ve-
sicles (Chuang et al., 2015), T-tubules (Pinali et al., 2013) and the


cristae of mitochondria (Vincent et al., 2016). These examples are not
exhaustive and rather are provided to show a broad cross-section of
recent research and illustrate that SBFSEM is a versatile and in-demand
technique. Advances in technology, whether they are specific to
SBFSEM or more broadly effective, will mean that the capabilities of
this technique will only increase over time, and the boundaries of what
is possible both at the small and large ends of the scale are being pushed
constantly.


2. Technical procedures of SBFSEM


There are several stages of sample preparation and setup that take
an SBFSEM sample from an area of living tissue to a set of voxel in-
tensity values stored on a computer. The most common sample pre-
paration involves immersion in various liquid fixatives and stains.
Firstly, the tissue must be fixed in an aqueous solution of formaldehyde
and glutaraldehyde. To ensure adequate fixation and stain penetration,
the tissue must be in sufficiently small pieces (1 mm cubes). Several
steps of heavy metal stains are then performed to enhance the contrast
of the tissue when viewed in the electron microscope. The sample is
then embedded in resin which is cured before the block is further
shaped and polished in order to fit in the chamber of the microscope
and aid in the alignment of the in-chamber ultramicrotome. Imaging
settings are selected and a ‘run’ can begin. After a successful run, the
collection of images is processed computationally as desired and a 3D
dataset is produced. Subsequently, data analysis and image segmenta-
tion is performed. This review shall break down important parts of this
process and describe particular areas of challenge, deviation of tech-
nique and innovation.


2.1. Sample preparation


In a standard TEM preparation an en-bloc osmium stained sample
can be stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate (Reynolds, 1963)
after sectioning in order to enhance contrast. However this is not pos-
sible within the vacuum of the SEM chamber and thus for SBFSEM the
sample must be contrasted before imaging begins. Modern protocols are
based on a procedure developed by Deerinck (Deerinck et al., 2010b).
The protocol is based on the rOTO stains developed in the 1980s
(Willingham and Rutherford, 1984). Post-fixation, multiple en-bloc
heavy metal stains - osmium tetroxide, uranyl acetate and lead aspar-
tate - are used to greatly increase the metal concentration within the
tissue providing contrast. The first, of two, osmium incubations uses


Fig. 2. SBFSEM cutting cycle: Serial block face
scanning electron microscopes utilise a small
microtome that fits inside the scanning electron
microscope with the sample held directly below
the SEM pole piece. A and D show an image
taken using the internal CCD mounted in our
Quanta 250 FEG with the knife in the image
position (A), or the cut position (D). The image
has been annotated using (Inkscape, 2018) and
the annotation is shown in B and E. The
SBFSEM procedure builds up a three-dimen-
sional data set by repeating a cycle of cutting
followed by imaging of the newly exposed
block face. In the first part of the cycle (C). The
SEM is used to scan the beam across the surface
of the sample. The back-scattered electrons that
are generated by the interaction of the beam
with atoms in the sample are collected using
the BSED and an image is formed. Once an
image has been collected, the knife holder
passes between the back-scattered electron de-


tector (BSED) and the sample (D). The sample is then raised a controlled amount and the diamond knife moves across the surface to take a thin (20–200 nm) slice (F).
Once the slice has been taken the knife holder is moved out of the way so that the cycle can repeat.
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reduced osmium, which encourages more membrane/lipid staining.
Osmium will mainly bind to C]C bonds in unsaturated fats (Khan
et al., 1961), providing a strong membrane stain. Subsequently adding
the mordant thiocarbohydrazide, which binds the osmium left by the
first incubation, allows the binding of further osmium in a subsequent
incubation therefore enhancing the stain (Seligman et al., 1966). The
uranium and lead salts both bind a range of cellular components with
different affinities and further enhance the overall contrast.


The original ‘Deerinck’ protocol is a good starting point for SBFSEM
sample processing, however it works best for lipid rich tissues such as
brain. In other tissues groups have been experimenting by tweaking the
protocol in order to optimise staining for specific biological materials.


For example at Manchester we have changed the mordant to tannic acid
in order to enhance staining of samples rich in extracellular matrix
components (Starborg et al., 2013). The use of uranyl acetate in EM is
becoming increasingly difficult as governments and research labora-
tories have moved to introduce stricter regulations on the use of
radioactive materials. Work has examined replacing the uranyl acetate
used in SBFSEM with lanthanides in order to retain contrast whilst
avoiding having to deal with these regulations and it was reported that
the use of the lanthanides samarium and gadolinium generally im-
proved contrast and reduced sample charging (Odriozola et al., 2017).
The requirement for large amounts of heavy metal staining has made
groups re-visit stains that were developed during the high voltage


Fig. 3. SBFSEM can be used to image large volumes at high resolution: Here a murine stapedius tendon was scanned from the myotendinous junction through the
tendon to the stapes bone (A, C and D). The data set was collected with 15 nm pixels and 150 nm cut size in order to track collagen fibrils through the entire length of
the tendon. The collagen fibrils are highly aligned and elongated along the tendon long axis, so a lower resolution in Z could be used to speed up the imaging process.
The whole data stack took 7 days to collect with initial images covering 6000× 6000 pixels (90 x 90 μm). Deeper into the sample the image size was reduced to
5000× 5000 pixels (75 x 75 μm). The region scanned was re-centred a few times during the data collection in order to keep the tendon in the field of view. The
overall volume shown in E is 125×96 x 370 μm. The resolution was sufficient that individual collagen fibrils can be seen in the area near to the myotendinous
junction (see enlargement of the image A in B). Amira was used to volume render the main regions of interest in order to show the overall volume imaged. The three
regions rendered are muscle (red) tendon (blue) and bone (cream). The position of each example image (A, C and D) is shown in the volume. Scale bars for the
example images are 10 μm, apart from the enlargement (B), which is 500 nm. The volume render scale bar is 25 μm, but due to the use of perspective in rendering the
volume this should be taken as an approximation. This data set was generated in collaboration with users at CFIM, Copenhagen and was used in a publication
(Svensson et al., 2017). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
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period of EM, when people experimented using mega electron volt
(MeV) microscopes (Glauert, 1979). Chris Hawes (Oxford Brookes, UK)
has successfully imaged archived root tip samples that had been pre-
pared with very long incubations in Zinc iodide (Kittelmann et al.,
2016).


Current staining protocols generally work well with most samples,
but they are not perfect. Three general problems with current protocols
are: stain penetration, the fact that the protocols take a long time
(generally a week), and imperfect initial fixation. For small samples the
stain penetration may not be an issue, but for groups wanting to stain
whole brains there is a need for thorough, even staining. By delaying
the reduction of the osmium (Hua et al., 2015), or by using a smaller
mordant such as pyrogalol (a small precursor of tannic acid) (Mikula
and Denk, 2015) the stain penetration increases from a few hundred
micrometers to several millimeters. Regarding the time needed for
sample processing, most of the current embedding and staining proto-
cols take nearly a week because of the large number of long incubations
needed. Webb and Schieber have been working to increase the speed of
staining and embedding by using microwave energy to speed up the
staining steps (Webb and Schieber, 2018). Through the use of low en-
ergy microwaves they are able to embed the sample with an SBFSEM-
suitable heavy metal stain within a single day.


Finally regarding fixation; currently, SBFSEM samples are fixed
chemically using a mixture of aldehydes, a process which may take
several minutes depending on the rate of infiltration. Aldehyde fixation
is well known for causing changes in cell morphology (Mazzone et al.,
1980; Schultz et al., 1957; Szczesny et al., 1996) and for allowing en-
zymatic processes to continue whilst the fixatives penetrate the tissue
(Kellenberger et al., 1992). Cryofixation is advantageous in this respect
as when done correctly it halts cellular processes and preserves tissue
ultrastructure (Saga, 2005). Standard cryofixation protocols are un-
suitable for SBFSEM as the resultant heavy metal staining levels are
sub-optimal to provide contrast. There have been several studies which
examine ways to modify cryofixation protocols to rectify this. Webb and
Schieber have shown that it is possible to adapt the Deerinck protocol to
work in acetone and methanol following high pressure freezing (Webb
and Webb, 2015; Webb and Schieber, 2018), and another recently de-
veloped technique, the CryoChem method (CCM), utilises the rehy-
dration of cryofixed samples, allowing en-bloc staining which is suitable
for SBFSEM (Tsang et al., 2018). CCM also facilitates diaminobenzidine
(DAB) staining (previously impossible with cryofixation techniques and
discussed subsequently in section Targeted staining) and enhances the
ability to perform correlative light-electron microscopy (CLEM) on
cryofixed samples (CLEM is discussed in section Correlative SBFSEM). It
utilises a protocol that combines cryo- and chemical fixation by using a
mixture of chemical fixatives during freeze-substitution following
cryofixation. The sample is then gradually rehydrated using a series of
acetone solutions suitable for en-bloc staining, DAB labelling and
fluorescence microscopy. Despite limitations (such as the potential for
damage due to ice crystal formation and restrictions on sample size)
cryofixation techniques show promise for expanding the capabilities of
block face electron microscopy.


2.2. Targeted staining


Standard staining techniques for SBFSEM, like most EM techniques,
produce contrast based on the relatively non-specific binding of heavy
metal salts. These methods excel when imaging large areas of a sample
at high resolution, however if the intention is to locate a specific protein
of interest then the fact that all cellular components are stained can
make life difficult. Within the EM field there are a variety of techniques
that can be used in order to localise proteins of interest, however
SBFSEM cannot utilise any technique where specific staining occurs
after the section has been taken (Biazik et al., 2015). In order to localise
proteins with more accuracy en-bloc immunological labelling with
nano-gold particles can be performed before the staining process begins


(Robinson et al., 2000). The epitope of interest is targeted with a pri-
mary antibody and the secondary antibody is labelled with a small
(1.4 nm) gold particle. The gold particle’s small size reduces the need
for significant membrane disruption, which would be seen as gross
damage within the electron microscope. However the gold particle
needs enlarging via silver enhancement before it can be visualised by
SBFSEM (Biazik et al., 2015). DNA can be selectively stained using the
NAMA-Ur method which utilises the extraction of RNA and phospho-
protein phosphate groups as well as the blocking of carboxyl and amino
groups to ensure that applied uranyl can only bind DNA (Testillano
et al., 1991). This method was successfully used in the interrogation of
nucleic chromatin architecture using SBFSEM (Rouquette et al., 2009).


A number of localisation techniques take advantage of the pre-
cipitation of DAB. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) can be attached to the
target (for instance via immunohistochemical staining or genetic
modification) before the sample is incubated with DAB and hydrogen
peroxide. The DAB is then precipitated in the presence of the perox-
idase. A brown precipitate is formed which is visible under the light
microscope and can be seen by EM following staining as the precipitate
binds osmium (Hanker, 1979). HRP has been used in EM for many years
and has been successfully used in serial block face imaging to visualise
specific regions of cells, such as following KDEL targeted HRP transport
through the ER network of transfected cells (Puhka et al., 2012). The
advantage of HRP staining is that the reagents are readily available and
are easy to use; however the DAB precipitation tends to spread from the
point where the HRP is located and the stain may mask underlying
features. A set of protein tags have been created, which are both
fluorescent and able to generate an electron dense stain. In 2011 min-
iSOG (singlet oxygen generator) was shown to be able to fluoresce and
that whilst doing so it could generate reactive oxygen species (Shu
et al., 2011). The reactive oxygen species could then be used to pre-
cipitate DAB (Boassa et al., 2013). The only down side with the need for
light activation was that the protein could not be localised by EM
deeper than the fluorescence could be visualised. A different protein tag
is an engineered ascorbate peroxidase (APEX), which was able to
fluoresce and precipitate DAB for EM localisation (Martell et al., 2012).
The peroxidase reaction works in a similar fashion to HRP, but the DAB
appears to spread less producing a more specific localisation. The APEX
molecule is being used in a variety of research to track labelled proteins
by light microscopy and EM (Lee et al., 2016).


2.3. Imaging the block face


The processed samples may be surveyed in the microscope using the
backscattered electron detector in order to locate target areas. Before
surveying, the resin embedded samples are generally cut to around
1mm and mounted on aluminium pins. The samples can be smoothed
using a conventional ultramicrotome and a diamond knife in order to
optimise imaging, and the samples are often imaged at this point in
order to assess tissue composition, preservation and stain quality. Once
the face of the sample has been cut down to a suitable size (around
0.5 x 0.5mm for the automated imaging stage), the sample can be
placed in the microscope and aligned to the knife, a process which in-
volves ensuring that the knife will cut the sample as desired and
bringing the sample block face to the cutting plane (this must be done
with great care to avoid damage to the sample or the expensive dia-
mond knife). The sample is mounted so that the freshly cut block face is
pointing directly at the microscope pole piece. The imaging cycle in-
volves scanning the electron beam across the surface of the block in
order to generate an image with contrast derived from the signal of
backscattered electrons which are deflected from the electron beam to a
detector by the heavy-metal atoms bound to the biological material
(Fig. 4). During imaging the knife is parked off to one side so that it
does not interfere with the data collection (Fig. 2A–C). During the next
step the knife is brought across between the sample and the microscope
pole piece where the back scattered electron detector is mounted
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(Fig. 2D–F). In order to get the best image quality the shortest working
distance (the distance between the sample and the detector) is needed,
but this is restricted by the need to pass a knife between the detector
and the sample. By precisely controlling the height of the sample during
cutting it is possible to adjust the amount of the sample that is removed
as the knife passes across the surface and specify the slice thickness and
therefore the final Z-direction resolution of the resulting dataset. Once
the section is cut the knife moves back to the safe position and a new
image is collected. This cycle continues automatically with no need to
refocus, as the sample working distance remains constant as this is set
by the knife cutting position.


2.4. Imaging and charging


In order to take an image, the microscope needs to detect the signal
strength at regularly-spaced physical points on the sample face which
correspond to the pixels of a digital image. The signal strength is de-
termined by the amount of back-scattered electrons (BSE) that reach the
BSE detector (Fig. 4). BSE are primary electrons from the main beam
which interact with the sample and are then deflected back towards the
detector, which sits below the pole piece of the microscope (Lloyd,
1987). Primary electrons which are incident on the sample surface in-
teract with the atoms of the sample in nearly-elastic scattering events
which can cause deflections in the angle of the primary electrons, re-
sulting in some escaping the sample and being detected as BSE. The
probability of a primary electron being back-scattered is increased by
the presence of heavy metal atoms in the sample (Bozzola and Russell,
1999). Primary electrons are high energy electrons and the scattering
events cause many lower energy secondary electrons (SE) to be pro-
duced which are also detectable and are used to generate typical


biological SEM images. SE are electrons that originate from the sample
and are knocked out of their orbitals by the primary electrons. SE are
low energy and are quickly reabsorbed by atoms in the sample. As a
result the only SE electrons that escape to form the image are those at
the very top of the sample surface. BSE, however, are of a much higher
energy and as a result can undergo many scattering events at a depth
within the sample and still be detected (Fig. 4). Therefore BSE images
give information about the atomic constitution of sample material that
is below the surface. The depth of primary electron penetration and BSE
detection is dependent on the energy of the electron beam and the
constitution (atomic weight, density, crystal structure) of the sample.
This means that the primary beam energy can be altered in order to
ascertain information from different depths. Resultant images will
contain overlapping information and therefore require computational
deconvolution such as described in this paper (de Goede et al., 2017).
This multi-energy deconvolution technology has been commercialised
by Thermo Fischer in the form of the Teneo Volumescope™.


During imaging the electron beam is focused to a point that is
smaller than the pixel size. The beam is left at this point for a number of
microseconds (a period known as the dwell time) and the signal in-
tensity is measured by the BSE detector. BSE detector signal intensity
will become the pixel intensity at the first point in the image. After the
dwell time has passed the scan coils then move the beam by 1 pixel
length and the process is repeated as the beam is moved across the
block face in a raster pattern, generating an image. The sample is cut by
the knife at the specified slice thickness and the process repeats. During
imaging secondary electrons may be generated at a faster rate than they
are removed which can cause magnetic fields to be generated which act
as localised lenses causing distortions in the images and severely reduce
image quality. Secondary electrons can also contaminate the BSE


Fig. 4. Primary Beam energy affects the depth
of imaging: The back-scattered electron image
pixel intensity is predominantly affected by the
density and atomic number of the atoms that
the beam interacts with. Here we have used
Monte Carlo simulation (Demers et al., 2011) to
simulate the interaction of the beam at 1, 3 and
5 kV. The simulation of the beam interaction
with empty epoxy resin (atomic fraction: 0.46
carbon, 0.444 hydrogen 0.096 oxygen) de-
monstrates how increasing the accelerating
voltage increases the penetration of the beam
within the sample. The depth of penetration in
100% Osmium, however, is much lower as the
density is far higher and the higher atomic mass
of the atoms causes larger deflections of the
primary beam electrons. It can be seen that the
path that each electron takes is apparently
random with some interacting close to the
surface, whiles others penetrate deeper and are
eventually absorbed. The number of electrons
being back-scattered and thus the pixel in-
tensity is far higher in the osmium sample than
the epoxy samples (in these simulations, back-
scattering coefficient: 1 kV epoxy=0.087, 1 kV
osmium=0.343). In reality other factors will
affect image quality, such as detector sensi-
tively at lower accelerating voltage. The effect
of the changes in beam penetration can be seen
in the example inverted-contrast images. At low
accelerating voltage the image is noisier due to
lower detector sensitivity, but detail of the
Golgi complex can be made out. As the accel-
erating voltage is increased the increased depth
of the beam penetration reveals underlying
membranous structures that were hidden in the


low kV image (red arrows). Scale bars are 1 μm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article).
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detector signal if sufficient charge builds up. In a highly conductive
sample (for example one with an abundance of well-stained material)
the charge produced in the sample will travel to the earth via the stage
and prevent charging artefacts. However with non-conductive samples
(such as those with lots of empty resin, which is not conductive) more
effort has to be used to remove the charge build up. The main method to
reduce SE production is to reduce the primary beam power (current and
voltage), reduce beam dwell time, or to add a charge reducing gas by
increasing the chamber pressure in variable pressure systems (operating
in ‘low vacuum’ mode). High vacuum imaging allows for higher re-
solution images but is rarely feasible due to charging build-up. Highly
innervated tissue such as that of the brain and nerves can be imaged at
high vacuum more easily than other tissue without any special pre-
parations due to its relatively high inherent conductivity when stained
with heavy metals (Deerinck et al., 2010a; Kornfeld et al., 2017; Pipkin
et al., 2016; Sai et al., 2017).


The electron dose not only adversely affects imaging but also the
cutting of the sample via the in-chamber microtome. The electrons
moving around the sample as the beam is scanned across the surface
can cause chemical bonds in the resin to become broken, which
weakens the resin (Longiéras et al., 2006). This limits the total electrical
dose that can be used to image a sample, as the weakened resin exhibits
much poorer cutting properties and is prone to cutting problems. Ty-
pically, damaged resin is observed to the microscope operator as
‘chatter’ – where the knife repeatedly skips across the cutting surface
destructively, reducing image quality. It may also be seen as ‘cut and
skip’, wherein the resin is softened and is compressed by the knife ra-
ther than cut. With softened resin the sample may only be successfully
cut once every several images. It is not uncommon to observe both these
artefacts at separate points on an image stack, especially in samples
with areas of varying conductivity.


Problems due to charging can limit image quality and have the
potential to ruin entire datasets. As a result, research is ongoing into
ways to reduce these issues. Research has examined the use of sample
stage bias to reduce the beam-landing energies of the main beam
electrons in SBFSEM. This technique has been known to improve SEM
BSE imaging (Ohta et al., 2012). Bouwer et al. (Bouwer et al., 2017)
observed that applying a negative sample stage bias reduced beam
landing energies, reduced sample damage and increased BSE signal-to-
noise ratio by accelerating BSE towards the BSE detector above the
sample. In conjunction with a special BSE detector they were also able
to alter the trajectories of primary and secondary electrons and control
beam penetration depth. Artefacts such as drift and astigmatism were
observed however the researchers believe that these can be addressed
with more research.


Ohno and co-workers have experimented with creating conductive
resins to decrease charging and had success with the conductive carbon
black filler Ketjen black (Nguyen et al., 2016). They established that
conductive resins reduce charging in the sample and also that reduced
charging equates to better imaging and cutting. A difficulty we have
noted when experimenting with Ketjen black at Manchester is that the
conductive resin blocks are the same colour as the stained samples,
which means that more care must be taken to identify the locations of
samples during trimming and mounting. Silver has also been success-
fully deployed as a conductive resin component in a study which uti-
lised SBFSEM to reconstruct a zebrafish olfactory bulb (Wanner et al.,
2016). The authors observed that the sample exhibited high con-
ductivity and were able to image a previously charging sample at high
vacuum with 25 nm cut thickness.


Another approach to reducing charging is to add conductive mate-
rial to the resin surface inside the microscope chamber during imaging
and cutting cycles. Titze and Denk have experimented with fitting an
electron beam evaporator into the SEM chamber (Titze and Denk,
2013) in order to coat the sample with conductive material between
cuts. It was demonstrated that a 1–2 nm film of palladium deposited
onto the block between imaging rounds improved various aspects of


imaging with only minor drawbacks. Another powerful technique de-
tailed in a recent study features the creation of a small device that at-
taches to the 3view™ microtome and disperses nitrogen gas over the
sample surface (Deerinck et al., 2018) in a method called Focal Charge
Compensation. Secondary electrons created during imaging ionise the
nitrogen molecules which then neutralise charging (Thiel et al., 1997).
Targeting the gas at the block face allows the pressure in the rest of the
chamber to be near to high vacuum, minimising the deflection of
electrons in the beam by particles in the air. Focal Charge Compensa-
tion facilitated the imaging of previously difficult samples at near high
vacuum and also allowed for high-resolution imaging of samples which
had been stained in preparation for conventional TEM. This opens the
door for SBFSEM to be performed on archival tissue bank samples that
were originally prepared for TEM.


2.5. Correlative SBFSEM


The objective of correlative imaging is to allow for the location of
the same region of interest (ROI) across different imaging modalities in
order to gain information at different length scales. The concept of
using correlative techniques in order to visualise features first by light
microscopy and then by electron microscopy is being increasingly used
with a serial block face approach (Armer et al., 2009; Knott et al., 2009;
Puhka et al., 2012). In practice transferring between light microscopy
and electron microscopy is often troublesome and there have been
many different techniques developed over past decades. Correlative
procedures for block face imaging techniques incorporate such methods
as immunohistochemical staining (Sonomura et al., 2014), X-ray ima-
ging (Bushong et al., 2015) and the use of fiducial markers near to the
ROI (Maco et al., 2013). For cells in culture it is possible to grow the
cells onto an etched coverslip to aid registration. The etching can be
visualised in the light microscope and the same region can be found on
the top of the resin block following embedding before trimming (Booth
et al., 2013; Samejima et al., 2018). Fiducial markers can also be cre-
ated whilst imaging using light microscopes via the use of high energies
to create markers in the resin (Bishop et al., 2011). Near-infra red
branding is based on the use of a two-photon microscope and was first
used to correlate confocal imaging and SBFSEM in 2015 (Urwyler et al.,
2015). The ROI is detected using the microscope before the beam en-
ergy of the laser is increased as to burn the sample within micrometers
of the desired location. The edges of the burn are fluorescent and the
mark can be located post-en-bloc staining as it will not take up any
heavy metal stain. A detailed protocol for this method can be found
here (Lees et al., 2017).


DAB can be utilised for SBFSEM such as in this (Ou et al., 2015)
method wherein the DAB-oxidising protein MiniSOG is applied to a
viral protein and the resulting DAB polymer can be produced via photo-
oxidisation and viewed via SBFSEM following en-bloc staining. Attempts
at correlative fluorescence and electron microscopy can be limited by
the fact that EM staining procedures render samples opaque to light.
Furthermore fluorescence is often lost during the EM staining and
embedding process, however modified protocols have been developed
that allow for their retention and subsequent imaging (Bell et al., 2013;
Peddie et al., 2014). This allows for the imaging of TEM sections via
fluorescence microscopy; however this process is difficult to transfer to
the block face EM techniques as the sections are not preserved during
imaging and cannot be retrieved. The Collinson group has developed a
small fluorescence microscope that clips to the knife of the 3view™ and
fits inside the microscope chamber in order that light microscope
images can be collected alongside the EM data as the sections are cut
(Brama et al., 2016). This mini-microscope is designed to be retrofitted
to SBFSEMs and facilitates the collection of fluorescence microscopy
images in between imaging/cutting cycles. X-ray microscopy is also
applicable for correlative imaging, such as described in this paper
(Bushong et al., 2015), wherein several methods are tested, such as the
use of DAB photo oxidation to correlate markers in X-ray and SBFSEM
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images. A good place to learn more about the general concepts of CLEM
would be (Muller-Reichert and Verkade, 2014).


3. Image analysis procedures


A benefit of the SBFSEM system is the ease with which it can gen-
erate large detailed datasets, but this also presents its own problem.
Interpreting the data is far more complex than learning to recognise the
individual organelles. Whilst complete datasets can be very visually
impressive, for scientific purposes it is typically necessary to perform
some form of data analysis before any results can be ascertained.
Typically this data analysis comes in the form of segmentation – the
process of assigning voxels to user-defined structures – or in the form of
quantitative measurements by a method such as stereology. There are
several commercial and freeware software packages available that are
commonly used for SBFSEM data processing and their capabilities are
constantly improving, with an emphasis on developing automated
methods of segmentation that make the process less time consuming. A
good place to start learning about image analysis of EM volume data
sets are (Cocks et al., 2018; Tsai et al., 2014), but here we will run
through the general concepts.


3.1. Segmentation


Segmentation is the process of assigning pixels to objects, giving
them a ‘label’. In the case of SBFSEM the pixels are actually 3D voxels.
Segmentation allows for the visualisation of important structures and
interactions that lie within often complicated datasets. Segmentation
also allows for quantitative measurements such as size, number and
relative position to be performed. Presently, segmentation is performed
both manually by trained scientists and automatically by computer
algorithms that have varying degrees of human guidance. Despite ever-
increasing amounts of computational aide, segmentation still has a
deserved reputation as a mostly labour-intensive and time consuming
process.


Basic thresholding is segmentation at its simplest. A threshold value
of voxel intensity is selected by the user and all voxels with an intensity
above and equal to the intensity value are assigned to an object. This
works particularly well when most of the sample has low stain content
but a selective stain highlights the region of interest, such as lanthanum
dysprosium staining of the glycosaminoglycan within the kidney glo-
meruli (Arkill et al., 2014), by staining individual neurons with biocytin
(Lang et al., 2011), or where staining is low in t-tubules compared to
the surrounding cardiac cells (Pinali et al., 2013). These approaches can
be used to quickly gain an appreciation of the overall disorder within a
volume of data (Pingel et al., 2014). The thresholded data can be used
to generate models that can be interrogated, or it can be used for simple
visualisation of the 3D arrangement of selected features.


Manual segmentation is any segmentation where a human user as-
signs pixels to objects individually. This often occurs in the form of
tracing, with a mouse or touch-sensitive screen used to ‘paint’ labels
onto the 3D stack of images (an example of manual segmentation is
shown in Fig. 1C where the chromosomes have been manually traced in
IMOD (Kremer et al., 1996)). In many cases with a little training it is
possible to segment most data with a reasonable degree of accuracy.
Manual tracing can be tedious, but the time spent looking at the images
often reveals detail that would previously have been hidden. This
process can be made faster by techniques such as interpolation (where
every nth image slice is segmented and a computer interpolation al-
gorithm fills in the blank slices based on the manually segmented
images) (Holcomb et al., 2013; Kornfeld et al., 2017). Manual seg-
mentation can itself be computer-aided, with tools such as ‘magic wand’
brushes and superpixel/supervoxel-based tools such as those provided
by software packages like TrakEM2 in Fiji (Cardona et al., 2010), MIB
(Belevich et al., 2016) and SuRVoS (Luengo et al., 2017).


3.2. Trainable algorithms


Since manual segmentation often requires large amounts of human
time and effort, and that it is a possible source of bias, bioimage ana-
lysts go to great lengths to try and automate segmentation as much as
possible via the creation of image segmentation algorithms, which at-
tempt to segment images based on user-defined or pre-existing criteria.
Several algorithms exist which segment images based on information
garnered by analysing images which have been manually segmented by
humans. Fully automated segmentation is problematic and we are still
at a level where it is generally not applicable for most purposes (this is
not for want of trying; many groups put a lot of effort into exchange of
ideas and training to improve image analysis procedures, such as
(NEUBIAS, 2018)). However, progress is being made and it is not un-
reasonable to hope that in the coming years that algorithms will have
the power to deal with a host of 3DEM image analysis requirements.


A recent paper demonstrates a MATLAB (MathWorks) program that
will define cardiac cell structure based on rough segmentations per-
formed by users at regular slice intervals (Hussain et al., 2018). Groups
have experimented with tracing individual nerve fibres in a large da-
taset based on a single manually segmented slice (Kreshuk et al., 2015).
By restricting the tracking to a specific question it is possible to gen-
erate algorithms that can be used to trace features through the volume,
such as tracking the path of thousands of collagen fibirls in a volume of
developing tendon (Almutairi et al., 2015). The users here were com-
puter scientists who wrote specific software in order to work with this
particular data set, something which a lot of scientists do not have the
ability or resources to achieve. There are options for automated seg-
mentation in the previously mentioned image segmentation programs,
for example software such as MIB, using Simple Linear Iterative Clus-
tering (Achanta et al., 2012) and Fiji using Weka (Arganda-Carreras
et al., 2017) now offer opportunities for scientists to utilise less specific
trainable algorithms. By defining a few voxels that belong to the object
of interest along with a few voxels that are not the object of interest
(often as simple lines drawn across the image) the software will find
what is calculates to be analogous regions based on the user specifi-
cation. By repeatedly checking the model produced and tweaking the
user input the classifier generated by the algorithm can be refined and
improved. The downside to this semi-automated approach is that in
complex volumes it can be harder to check the accuracy of the selec-
tion, especially in the middle of the volume. The time taken to find the
best filter for a particular data set and the potential need for different
filters to pick out different organelles can put people off if they are used
to getting immediate and accurate traces via manual segmentation.
However the semi-automated methods work across larger volumes with
each iteration and so the user will see larger trends more quickly than
via the tracing of each section individually. Often the settings options
for these programs, for example FIJI’s WEKA segmentation plugin, rely
on reasonably advanced mathematical terminology and lack explana-
tion, making it difficult for those with a biological background to un-
derstand and use them.


The best method of training an automated segmentation algorithm
is to train it with datasets that have been manually segmented by
multiple users in order to minimise bias. However many smaller groups
do not have resources to manually segment all of their own data sets,
let alone segment data that has already been segmented so that soft-
ware can find the few voxels that differ. A potential answer to this issue
(as well as the issue of how to segment large volumes in general) is to
use crowd sourcing, for example through scientific outreach approaches
like ‘citizen science’ in the UK (Zooniverse, 2018). The issue now be-
comes one of how to train the user in order that you trust their tracing
and how to retain the trained users by making the experience enjoyable.
Groups have experimented with creating games where users fly through
the volume (for example (Eyewire, 2018), or (Brainflight, 2018)), or
making the task simple. Such as showing an image with 2 points in it
and asking the user if they represent the same feature (Giuly et al.,
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2013). Most data produced in SBFSEM is used only to answer one or
two biological questions and thorough analysis is not performed. As
each dataset is rich with information that could be useful to users with
other interests and for the training of algorithms. It has therefore been
suggested that the public archiving of this data would be advantageous,
allowing users to apply these algorithms to vast quantities of old data
(Patwardhan et al., 2014).


3.3. Stereology


Stereology facilitates a more statistical approach to data analysis. A
few recent papers have used SBFSEM to look at the relative volumetric
proportions of organelles, for example comparing mitochondrial con-
tent in astrocytes and axons (Ju et al., 2015), or measuring synapse
distribution along an axon (Salloum et al., 2014). They completed these
measurements by manually tracing the volumes of interest and running
the mathematics on the data produced, however a simpler method
would have been to examine the data using a stereological approach,
such as assessing the change in synapse density following prion infec-
tion (Peretti et al., 2015). The general concept is that by examining very
small regions the data spread throughout the volume it is possible to
gain quick estimates of organelle parameters. Lucocq et al estimate that
to generate accurate estimates of organelle parameters “less than one
thousandth” of the total volume of a 3D dataset needs to be examined
with a stereological approach (Lucocq et al., 2015). The mathematics
can look daunting, but the concept is sound and, whilst it is always
impressive to see beautiful 3D reconstructions, sometimes the question
is better answered with statistical methods. For these sorts of questions,
for example if a certain treatment has resulted in a cell having more of a
certain organelle, a stereological approach makes sense as large data
sets can be compared quickly and reproducibly. The ability to quickly
analyse many datasets also allows for the quick identification of
anomalous datasets and for the assessment of statistical trends, al-
lowing more in-depth analysis to be saved for the datasets which best
illustrate the scientific question being asked. A good place to start
learning about stereology is a textbook such as this one (Howard and
Reed, 2004).


4. Future developments


As SBFSEM has moved from a novel visualisation technology into a
well-established tool for ultrastructural investigation, researchers have
approached the limitations of the technique from all angles in order to
improve its capabilities and practicality. Presently, SBFSEM stands as a
technique suitable for the investigation of the 3D ultrastructure of cells
and tissue across a wide range of sizes and constitutions. Researchers
are expanding, pushing and refining the technique from all directions;
imaging bigger things at higher resolutions, increasing the computa-
tional capability of image analysis tools and improving or inventing
microscope components. Recent developments that reduce some of
block face imaging’s limitations, such as improved correlative cap-
abilities, improved sample fixation and reduced charging, will mean
that as these technologies are commercialised more powerful SBFSEM
will be available to scientists around the world. It is not difficult to
imagine that a combination of the new technologies discussed in this
review will result in new SBFSEM microscopes with the capability to
image bigger things in a shorter time at a higher resolution, and that the
segmentation of the resulting data will be handled by an ever-more-
powerful array of faithful computational helpers. In the coming years,
SBFSEM has the potential to become one of the foremost experimental
tools for biological studies.
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A B S T R A C T


Since the pioneering work of Kiyoteru Tokuyasu in the 70ths the use of thawed cryosections prepared according
to the “Tokuyasu-method” for immunoelectron microscopy did not lose popularity. We owe this method a whole
subcellular world described by discrete gold particles pointing at cargo, receptors and organelle markers on
delicate images of the inner life of a cell. Here we explain the procedure of sample preparation, sectioning and
immunolabeling in view of recent developments and the reasoning behind protocols including some historical
perspective. Cryosections are prepared from chemically fixed and sucrose infiltrated samples and labeled with
affinity probes and electron dense markers. These sections are ideal substrates for immunolabeling, since anti-
gens are not exposed to organic solvent dehydration or masked by resin. Instead, the structures remain fully
hydrated throughout the labeling procedure. Furthermore, target molecules inside dense intercellular structural
elements, cells and organelles are accessible to antibodies from the section surface. For the validation of anti-
body specificity several approaches are recommended including knock-out tissue and reagent controls.
Correlative light and electron microscopy strategies involving correlative probes are possible as well as corre-
lation of live imaging with the underlying ultrastructure. By applying stereology, gold labeling can be quantified
and evaluated for specificity.


1. Introduction


The perfect technique for imaging subcellular architecture by
transmission electron microscopy would yield an ultrastructure iden-
tical to the living cell, with all the molecules present in their native
state in such a way that they can be identified and allocated to an or-
ganelle or part of the cell. Recent developments in cryo-electron to-
mography using thin frozen lamellae prepared by cryo-focused-ion
beam-milling bring us much closer to this ultimate aim (reviewed in
Koning et al. (2018)) Unfortunately, for most researchers applying
biomedical electron microscopy the road from living cell to ultrathin
section in the transmission electron microscope is manifold and paved
with choices like chemical fixation versus cryo-immobilisation or resin
embedding versus ice. Most of our knowledge about the ultrastructure
of cells has been derived from chemically fixed resin embedded mate-
rial and is used worldwide in research, pathology and industry. This
procedure has a major drawback: the fixative, the solvents and resins
used in the procedure change the shape of tissue, cells, organelles and
molecules. Cryo-immobilisation has none of these drawbacks, but


perfect freezing is difficult due to ice crystal formation, sectioning more
laborious and the frozen section can only be viewed while frozen and
subsequent procedures like immunolabeling are impossible at liquid
nitrogen temperature.


Tokuyasu realized that only the best of both worlds would be the
solution to at least part of these problems (Griffiths et al., 2015).
Freezing would allow ultrathin sectioning, mild fixation with aldehydes
would preserve the ultrastructure sufficiently without impairing an-
tigen recognition and the molecules would be in an aqueous environ-
ment throughout the procedure and readily accessible to antibodies.
The merit of Tokuyasu lies in the fact that he used a cryo-protectant
(sucrose) to prevent ice crystal formation which ensured an excellent
morphology. Moreover with endless patience solutions were found for
fine tuning the glass knife edge, the sectioning with a dry knife, re-
trieval of the section from the knife and last but not least the final
support and contrasting of the section. The Tokuyasu technique was
born and at that point immunolabeling of thawed frozen sections with a
particulate marker (ferritin) was a fact (Tokuyasu, 1973).


The technique was ‘imported’ into Europe by Jan W. Slot after
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spending several months in John Singers lab with Tokuyasu. The first
publications already showed some changes in the procedure, instead of
1.0 M sucrose 2.3M sucrose was used, which improved the ease of
sectioning considerably. Although ferritin is a nice marker (McLean and
Singer, 1970), its combination with Tokuyasu sections was less for-
tunate. The iron core is not very electron dense and Tokuyasu sections
have many grey values in the TEM which are comparable to the density
of a ferritin particle. Earlier Faulk and Taylor synthesized colloidal gold
particles and conjugated the gold particles to immunoglobulins (Faulk
and Taylor, 1971). Roth was one of the first using protein A-gold to
visualize epitopes in a TEM section of resin embedded tissue (Roth
et al., 1978; Roth and Binder, 1978). In 1981 Slot and Geuze developed
an elegant method to prepare gold particles of distinct sizes (e.g. 5, 10,
15 and 20 nm) that allowed double (or even triple) labeling of To-
kuyasu sections with different sizes of PAG (Slot and Geuze, 1981).


In the past 4 decades the technique has proven to be a very reliable
and versatile technique. Hundreds if not thousands of molecules have
been localized. It allows the visualization of multiple epitopes in a cell,
labeling with fluorescent markers and immunogold for correlative light
and electron microscopy (CLEM) and electron tomography (ET) with
ultra and semi thin (200–300 nm) sections.


2. Sample preparation, sectioning and pickup


The classical Tokuyasu technique consists of many steps: Chemical
fixation, extracellular support, cryoprotection, freezing, sectioning at
low temperature, pickup and thawing of the section, storage, labeling
with a specific affinity marker like an antibody or a lectin and finally
staining and support. Immunolabeling will be dealt with in a separate
section in view of its complexity.


2.1. Chemical fixation


The goal of fixation is to preserve the sample like the living state. In
a specimen thousands of in- and extracellular components like nucleic
acids, proteins, lipids, sugars and combinations of those in different
molecular weights are present. It is utopian to believe that there is a
chemical fixative (CF) that yields a perfect (ultra) structural preserva-
tion of organelles and at the same time preserves all antigenic epitopes.
But, preparing a cell or tissue for ultrastructural analysis always also
means killing and destroying it. Well described artefacts of chemical
fixation are volume changes (swelling and shrinkage) due to fixation,
dehydration and embedding (Lee, 1984) and alterations of organelle
shapes (Murk et al., 2003). Additionally chemical fixation is different
for each kind of molecule: proteins with many amino terminal groups
are readily fixed with aldehydes, sugars need different approaches like
the periodate–lysine-paraformaldehyde fixation (McLean and Nakane,
1974) and lipids can be tackled by virtue of their double bonds or head
groups. When molecules are poorly fixed it also means that they can
(and will) be lost from the specimen during the procedure, this espe-
cially holds true for low MW substances. Unfortunately there is no
golden rule for fixation: trial and error will lead to the most suitable
chemical fixation. Despite these serious drawbacks it is still the most
widely used preservation method because cryo-immobilisation of tis-
sues or cultured cells by high-pressure-freezing can be a difficult and
labour intense procedure and it is often not available.


In the Tokuyasu technique mainly two aldehydes are used: for-
maldehyde (FA) (Puchtler and Meloan, 1985) and glutaraldehyde (GA)
(Sabatini et al., 1963). For a comprehensive discussion of the aldehyde
fixatives we refer to (Griffiths, 1993). FA is considered to be a mild
fixative. Due to it low MW (30.03) diffusion is fast. At a concentration
of 2–4 % (pH 7.4, RT) methylene moieties are added to free NH2


groups. This is a reversible reaction and is after hours or days converted
in methylene bridges, which is irreversible and occurs mainly at high
pH or high FA concentrations (> 8%). The addition of the methylene
groups incapacitates many proteins; however some remain fully


functional like HRP. Due to the fact that in the Tokuyasu technique
sections are exposed to washing and incubation fluids a considerable
loss of low and some high MW substances will occur and the mor-
phology is less preserved as compared to GA fixation. The cytosol will
often appear empty with the cytoskeletal elements and membranous
organelles standing out. This loss of material from the section in FA-
only fixed samples can be useful for the detection of membrane con-
stituents because of an increased accessibility for the labelling probes. It
is advisable to cut thicker sections of FA-only fixed samples to retain
enough material.


GA is a crosslinking agent; it has 2 aldehyde groups that primarily
react with NH2 groups and has a MW of 100.1. In consequence the
diffusion will be slower, but it will crosslink molecules both in-
tramolecular or between neighbouring molecules furthermore it can
introduce double bonds between carbon atoms in the backbone of
proteins. It is an irreversible reaction and many molecules are no longer
able to exert their function. In general the overall morphology benefits
from the crosslinks however many epitopes are no longer recognized by
antibodies. During the fixation protons are formed, so a proper buffer
like a 0.1M phosphate buffer is necessary to prevent acidification
(Johnson, 1985). The whole range from 1% FA to 2% GA and combi-
nations of FA and GA is used in the Tokuyasu technique depending on
the specimen and the investigated molecule (read epitope). An often
used combination is 2% FA+0.2% GA in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH
7.4) (Peters et al., 2006).


In some cases it is possible to restore antigenic determinants on
molecules after GA fixation. Sodiumborohydrate treatment will restore
some of the GA induced double bonds (Eldred et al., 1983; Weber et al.,
1978). This has another advantage as well, the dense proteinaceous
matrix in the cell is “opened” by the tiny hydrogen bubbles which will
be formed during this treatment and this might increase the accessi-
bility of antigens. Tokuyasu sections also withstand considerable heat
(up to 90 °C) or high concentrations of urea which are also used for
antigen retrieval.


The small aldehyde acrolein (King et al., 1983) turned out as useful
alternative fixing agent in cases when antibody staining was sensitive to
glutaraldehyde fixation. It also improved retention of lipids in an im-
munoelectron microscopic study on the localization of cholesterol
(Möbius et al., 2002). In this study OsO4 (0.5%) and uranyl acetate
(0.2%) added to the sucrose infusion turned out as useful membrane
stabilizing reagents without impairing immunolabeling at these con-
centrations.


Fixatives are always dissolved in a buffer system with good reason.
During fixation with aldehydes protons are formed and it is important
to keep the pH close to the normal physiological pH. PBS is not buf-
fering enough to prevent acidification. Other buffers like PIPES, HEPES,
Veronal-acetate and many more are also suitable. A buffer system that
should be mentioned is PHEM (60mM PIPES, 25mM HEPES, 2mM
MgCl2, 10mM EGTA, ph 6.9) (Schliwa and van Blerkom, 1981), which
stabilizes the cytoskeletal elements. Last but not least the temperature
of the fixative is of great importance. Chemical reactions like fixation
and diffusion are slow at low temperatures like 4 °C. Chemical fixation
should be performed at least at room temperature, 37 °C would even be
better.


2.2. Cryo-immobilization and Tokuyasu cryosectioning


Chemical fixation will always have a modifying effect on the ul-
trastructure (Murk et al., 2003). Most of the time, these morphological
changes are accepted, because the different organelles are still distin-
guishable. But some organisms are difficult to preserve by primary
chemical fixation only and require cryo-immobilization. There are two
ways to combine the Tokuyasu technique with cryo-immobilization:
rehydration after freeze substitution of cryoimmobilized specimens
(Ripper et al., 2008; van Donselaar et al., 2007). In this procedure the
specimens are chemically fixed during the freeze substitution at −90 °C
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till −50 °C and thus the ultrastructure is preserved. At that point the
specimens are in an organic solvent, which is replaced by an aqueous
solution at 0 °C. Next the specimen is treated as a standard chemically
fixed specimen and infiltrated with 2.3 m sucrose, sectioned and im-
muno-labelled. A time consuming procedure, but the morphology is
usually improved compared with the standard Tokuyasu technique.
This method is especially valuable for plant material, since antigens
which turned out difficult to preserve by conventional fixation were
readily detectable in cryosections after freeze substitution and rehy-
dration (Stierhof and El Kasmi, 2010). For the small model organism
Caenorhabditis elegans a special hybrid technique was developed com-
bining pre-fixation, HPF and freeze-substitution with rehydration and
cryosectioning (Nicolle et al., 2015). This protocol is suited to prepare
oriented and well-fixed single worms for cryosectioning and combine it
with an intermediate fluorescence imaging step.


Myelin, which constitutes the brain white matter, is a specialized
lipid-rich structure and especially prone to fixation artefacts. Sample
preparation by HPF resulted in a significantly improved preservation of
the ultrastructure in EPON-embedded samples allowing reliable struc-
tural analysis of myelin mutants (Möbius et al., 2016). However, for
immunoelectron microscopy of myelin in cryosections, the rehydration
approach turned out problematic, since the antibody that used to work
well on conventional cryosections, did not bind the target in the freeze-
substituted and rehydrated samples (Fig. 1A and B). Moreover, removal
of lipids during freeze-substitution visibly changed the morphology of
the myelin lamellae compared to conventional cryosections (Fig. 1C
and D) and (Möbius, 2016).


The second procedure is the application of section fixation which is
easier and faster than freeze-substitution and rehydration: Cryo-im-
mobilized specimens are cut and either picked up with a sucrose droplet
containing a mixture of fixatives like GA and uranyl acetate (Liou et al.,
1996) and discussed in (van Donselaar et al., 2007). Although this
method will work in skilled hands, there is considerable variation in the
final result. Karreman et al. (2011) introduced the VIS2FIX method in
which sections of vitrified samples were transferred to a grid and either
chemically fixed at −90 °C during a short freeze substitution and re-
hydrated at RT (VIS2FIXFS) or during the melting of a chemical fixative
(VIS2FIXH) in which the sections are always in aqueous (hydrated)
environment. In the VIS2FixH procedure it is not clear at which point
during the melting of the fixative the actual fixation starts and con-
siderable loss of section components might occur.


2.3. Support, cryoprotection and freezing


Cryosectioning requires blocks of uniform cutting properties. If a
tissue is composed of holes like lung tissue, this has to be considered
during the sample preparation. By infiltration with the necessary
cryoprotectant, 2.3 M sucrose, voids in between cells in a tissue like
blood vessels will be filled with cryoprotectant and have a different
consistency as compared to the surrounding cells. This will initiate a
problem during cryosectioning because plain sucrose has different
sectioning properties than tissue with cryoprotectant. Hence it is ne-
cessary to fill these voids with a substance with a similar consistency
such as gelatin (Fig. 2A–D). The same problem occurs with cultured
cells. To be able to handle them and facilitate sectioning they are em-
bedded in a support medium. Gelatin is a very convenient support
(Peters et al., 2006; Webster and Webster, 2014) (Fig. 2E–I). It fills
intercellular spaces and will not enter into cells due to its large mole-
cular weight. The tissue blocks are easy to handle and it can be removed
easily after sectioning. Other gelling agents like ultra-low melting point
agarose can be used as well but this cannot be removed after sectioning
because of its high melting temperature.


Once appropriate blocks have been made they are transferred to a
cryoprotectant which prevents ice crystal formation during freezing
(Fig. 2H). Many substances have been tested: glycerol (Tokuyasu,
1973), polyethylene glycol and more. Today 2.3 M sucrose is the most


widely used cryoprotectant. It allows cryosectioning in a wide range of
temperatures from −85 °C to −180 °C. To increase the plasticity of the
specimen polyvinylpyrrolidone (MW 10,000) or polyvinyl alcohol can
be added to the sucrose solution. It is particular useful when vulnerable
specimen like poorly chemically fixed material are used (Tokuyasu,
1989).


Due to the high concentrations of cryoprotectant freezing in the
Tokuyasu technique is not a critical step. After tissue blocks have been
mounted on a specimen holder they can be plunged in liquid nitrogen
or slowly frozen in the cryo-chamber of the cryo-microtome and still
fully vitrify (Griffiths et al., 1984). Even repeated freeze -thawing of
these specimens has no noticeable effect on the ultrastructure or im-
munolabeling patterns.


2.4. Sectioning, pickup and storage


An ideal section for the standard TEM Tokuyasu technique is flat,
without any folds or holes, thin (15–70 nm), has no compression and
allows the preparation of ribbons. Unfortunately many artefacts emerge
during sectioning (Richter, 1994). The factors that determine successful
sectioning are the specimen, the knife, the cryo-ultramicrotome (the
stability of the temperature, cutting speed, etc.), the skills of the op-
erator and last but not least the environment. It is quite obvious that the
used cryoprotectant in combination with the temperature influences the
sectioning properties of a specimen. Also the size of the block is a cri-
tical factor: the smaller the specimen the easier it is to cut sections.
Already in the 50-ties it was recognized by Fernandez-Moran
(Fernandez-Moran, 1953) that diamond knives are probably the best
cutting devices. Although glass knives are as sharp as a diamond knife
(Matzelle et al., 2003) they last less long and the surface cannot be
treated like a diamond knife. The combination of the knife angle
(10–45°) and the surface treatment determines the characteristics of a
knife. For the Tokuyasu technique a 35° cryo-immuno knife (Diatome
Biel, Switzerland) is today the best available. It has a specially tuned
surface for this technique with a large diamond surface to collect and
picking up the sections. Even a perfect knife does not yield a perfect
section. Due to friction sections are compressed and charging occurs.
Controlling the charges present on the knife surface with an ionizer was
a big step ahead both for Tokuyasu sectioning and sectioning of native
cryoimmobilized specimen (Slot and Geuze, 2007; Vanhecke et al.,
2007). In fact the charges on the knife and hence on the section act as a
kind of spacer between knife edge and section which reduces friction.
As a result the sections are less compressed and ribbons slide more
easily on the knives surface. Even with the use of an ionizer compres-
sion is still considerable: 30% is almost standard. To reduce this com-
pression an oscillating cryo knife (Diatome Switzerland) has been de-
veloped that actually reduces compression to a minimum (Al-Amoudi
et al., 2003).


In the next step the sections need to be transferred from the surface
of the knife to a grid. Initially different sucrose solutions ranging from
0.6 to 1.6 M were used (Tokuyasu, 1973), later this was changed to
2.3 M sucrose. When almost frozen, this solution has a large surface
tension and the sections stretch considerably and may become larger
than the original block face (Bos et al., 2011). Although this may be an
advantage with respect to the accessibility of antigens during the fol-
lowing antibody incubations, the morphology is often compromised,
especially in lipid-rich organelles. By mixing sucrose with methyl cel-
lulose a far better morphological preservation was achieved as com-
pared to a 2.3M sucrose pickup (Liou et al., 1996; Peters and Pierson,
2008). Additionally other agents like aldehydes or uranyl acetate for
the preservation of lipids were added to the pickup solution (Liou et al.,
1996). An approach that can also be applied to sections of cryo-im-
mobilized specimens (Karreman et al., 2011) as mentioned earlier.
Once the sections are picked up they are transferred to carbon coated
Formvar (copper or nickel) grids on a microscope slide (Peters and
Pierson, 2008). Keeping the grids with the sections on the objective
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slide is also an excellent way to store the grids for a long time at 4 °C at
100% humidity without any loss of antigenic sites or morphological
alterations (Griffith and Posthuma, 2002).


3. Immunogold labeling: finding the target


The application of specific affinity probes complements the struc-
tural information of an electron microscopic image with functional
aspects by revealing the distribution and relative abundance of mole-
cules in cells or tissue. Antibodies and lectins have been the primary
choice as affinity probes since the development of the immunogold
labeling procedures 47 years ago when Faulk and Taylor published the
first histochemical application of colloidal gold in electron microscopy
(Faulk and Taylor, 1971). The introduction of the staphylococcal pro-
tein A coupled to colloidal gold as almost universal secondary marker
(Romano and Romano, 1977) and the reliable preparation of different
sizes of colloidal gold (Geuze et al., 1981; Slot and Geuze, 1981) pro-
vided the community with versatile affinity tools to investigate


fundamental cell biological questions.
After completing the above discussed preparation steps cryosections


are available for versatile labeling procedures. These sections are ideal
substrates for immunolabeling since the sample remains hydrated
throughout the preparation and labeling procedure thereby avoiding
antigen denaturation by dehydration and masking by resin embedding.
To obtain reliable information about the localization of the target
molecule several requirements are important: the sample preparation
should preserve the antigenicity and the affinity probe has to be specific
to the target. Moreover, the probe should be as small as possible to have
access to the antigen and detect it with a high spatial resolution.


3.1. The labeling procedure


During immunolabeling, all incubation steps are performed with
grids floating section side down on incubation solutions placed on
Parafilm™ (Peters et al., 2006; Peters and Pierson, 2008; Slot and Geuze,
2007; Webster and Webster, 2014). The labeling procedure starts with


Fig. 1. Comparison of conventional Tokuyasu cryosections with cryosections after HPF and rehydration on a myelin sample. A and C: Mouse optic nerves were
chemically fixed with 4% formaldehyde and 0.25% glutaraldehyde and labeled for the major central nervous system myelin protein proteolipid protein (PLP). B and
D: mouse optic nerves were cryoimmobilized by HPF, freeze-substituted according to van Donselaar et al. (2007), rehydrated and also labeled for PLP. The cryo-
prepared and rehydrated samples show a much lower labeling density. Furthermore, the myelin period is less obvious probably due to lipid extraction or shrinkage.
Scale bars: 500 nm (A, B); 200 nm (C, D).
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the removal of the pickup solution and incubation with different
blocking reagents, usually beginning with a low-molecular weight block
(0.1% glycine (w/v) in PBS) followed by a protein blocking solution
(1% BSA (w/v) in PBS). These blocking solutions are designed to pre-
vent different modes of non-specific sticking, so-called background
staining, of the affinity probe (Fig. 3). The small amino acid glycine


diffuses easily throughout the sample and reacts with residual aldehyde
groups remaining from the primary tissue fixation. This incubation step
inactivates these aldehydes preventing a chemical reaction with the
primary antibody. The protein block, mostly 1% BSA in PBS, is used to
saturate hydrophobic as well as positively charged areas in the sample
(Fig. 3B). Alternative blocking reagents are 10% fetal calf serum (FCS),


Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of a simple way to prepare appropriate blocks of gel supported tissue and cultured cells. A: A microscope slide is completely covered with a
layer of Parafilm™, on either end an additional 6 layers of Parafilm™ are placed. The specimen (in 37 °C gelatin) is placed on the Parafilm™ and another Parafilm™
covered slide is placed on top. B: A slab of gelatin surrounding the tissue is formed and solidified on ice. C and D: Next the top slide is removed and the gelatin slab is
cut into appropriate blocks which can be used for further processing (C&D, H&I). E and F: The fixed cells are scraped from the bottom of the Petri dish and spun
down. Cells in suspension are spun down after fixation. The fixative is removed by rinsing with buffer and replaced by gelatin. G: After solidification, the tip of the
Eppendorf vials is cut off, removed and appropriate blocks are prepared. H and I: Next the blocks are infused with 2.3M sucrose and mounted on a specimen holder.


Fig. 3. Different modes of antibody interaction
with the section. A: Antibodies can specifically
bind to the antigen (target) they recognize
(true). Other types regarded as background are
hydrophobic interaction with lipid-rich areas
in the sample or binding to charged structures,
for example negatively charged polyanions
present on proteins after fixation. Positively
charged structures are e.g. histones. Apart from
this antibodies can interact with epitopes re-
sembling their respective antigen by cross-re-
action (false). B: Blocking agents like BSA can
prevent non-specific binding.
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ovalbumin, gelatin or cold water fish skin gelatin (Webster and
Webster, 2014) or BSA-c™ (available from Aurion, Wageningen, The
Netherlands).


After blocking, the sections are incubated with an antibody, the so-
called primary antibody, or another specific probe in incubation buffer
containing some blocking reagent like 0.1% BSA (w/v) in PBS. The
commonly used affinity probes are antibodies which are raised in dif-
ferent species such as rabbits, guinea pigs or goats and others by using
peptides as antigen. The resulting antiserum contains a large set of
specific antibodies which bind to different epitopes of the antigen or
target peptide. Since during immunization many B cells are activated
and convert to antibody-producing clones of plasma cells, these anti-
bodies are of polyclonal origin. Affinity-purification can be used to
isolate the subset of specific antibodies from the whole serum.
Monoclonal antibodies are produced by fusion of mouse B-cells with
myeloma cells resulting in an immortal hybridoma cell line producing
identical monospecific antibodies of murine origin (Köhler and
Milstein, 1975).


3.2. The problem of antibody specificity


One main dilemma with the specificity of monoclonal antibodies is
that indeed their variable region binds to a motif with high affinity
(between 10−10–10−11 M) (Saper, 2009), but this structural feature can
occur on a variety of different proteins, so that several proteins are
specifically but unintendedly detected that have not been targeted
originally. Polyclonal antibodies recognize different epitopes on the
same antigen, so it is more unlikely that other unrelated targets are
recognized with the same efficacy. But, since polyclonal antibodies are
raised by immunization of animals, their binding properties can vary
substantially between immunizations even of the same individual.
Therefore, it is relevant to keep track on the Lot-number of commercial
antibodies to be able to reliably reproduce immunolabeling results.


The specificity of the primary antibody is crucial to the scientific
value of the whole investigation, therefore, greatest care has to be taken
to prove that the claimed specificity for the targeted antigen is valid
(Saper, 2009). There is not an easy way to antibody validation for the
required application. The process resembles more convicting a criminal,
since the antibody-antigen interaction is influenced by many variables
(Lorincz and Nusser, 2008). Antigens exist in different conformations
on a Western blot membrane or in fixed tissue. For this reason the same
antibody does not necessarily work in both applications, however the
Western blot result provides some indication of antibody specificity.
Antibodies that show on a Western blot multiple extraneous bands are
likely to detect several targets putting a question mark on any staining
result. Independent of the information provided by the supplier, for
each antibody batch the specificity has to be evaluated by a number of
controls (Griffiths and Lucocq, 2014; Lorincz and Nusser, 2008; Saper,
2009): If available, the same tissue from a knock-out animal is a de-
sirable control to start with. In theory the perfect control, unfortunately
these samples sometimes show staining. This could either be caused by
non-specific sticking (background) or specific binding to a truncated
version or related homologous isoforms of the target molecule that
were upregulated in the knock-out animal. A series of antibody dilu-
tions should clarify these possibilities, since background staining can be
reduced by dilution. In contrast to this, specific staining will remain
(raising potential interesting research questions). In this situation it is
useful to apply a set of antibodies raised against different portions of the
target protein, e.g. the N- or C-terminus. If knock-out animals are not
available, expression of the protein of interest in transfected cells could
be a possibility to test antibodies in a model system keeping in mind
that there are possible differences in the outcome of the labeling of
transfected cells or the tissue of interest.


In addition to the problem of unwanted/false positive staining in
negative controls is the troubling outcome of the lack of labeling.
Several reasons can cause such a result: First, antibodies which might


be indeed very specific for their target, will only bind the antigen at a
special conformation which is influenced by the fixation. Systematic
testing of different sample preparation variations including fixative
composition (formaldehyde, glutaraldehyde and/or acrolein in dif-
ferent combinations), their concentration and the duration of the fixa-
tion is strongly recommended. Omitting glutaraldehyde often restores
the ability of antibodies to bind their epitope (Takizawa et al., 2003). In
this study, a procedure to enhance the contrast of formaldehyde-only-
fixed samples is described. Second, the dilution of the antibody has to
be adjusted, because the concentration was too low. It is advisable to
test a series of antibody concentrations (at a range between 0.1–1 μg/
ml) (Schwarz and Humbel, 2009). Third, if the antigens are not ac-
cessible due to masking by other proteins, antigen retrieval by appli-
cation of proteases as known from immunofluorescence labeling could
be useful (Lorincz and Nusser, 2008). Last but not least, it is also pos-
sible that the antigen was lost during the preparation or that the
abundance is too low for detection by immunogold staining. In the
latter case, the gold-coupled secondary probe is most likely the limiting
factor, because depending on the size of the gold colloid, the binding
efficacy of the probe is limited by the lack of penetration into the
section (Stierhof et al., 1986). Mostly, only antigens present on the
surface of the section will be detected, and these could be very sparse.


3.3. The gold probe


The choice of the gold-coupled secondary probe depends on the
species in which the primary antibody was raised. During the labeling
procedure the primary antibody is detected by subsequent incubation
with the secondary electron-dense marker. Antibodies from rabbit,
guinea pig or human origin can be detected directly with protein A
coupled to colloidal gold. Protein A binds to the Fc-subunit of the pri-
mary antibody in a 1:1 ratio (Romano and Romano, 1977). For other
species such as mouse, goat or chicken, a so-called bridging antibody is
required if protein A-gold conjugates are used as electron-dense marker.
Most useful are rabbit antisera raised against the immunoglobulin class
of the primary antibody (e.g. IgM or IgG). Another possibility is the
application of gold-conjugated secondary antibodies directed against
the species-specific immunoglobulin class of the primary antibody. To
circumvent the problem of low penetration of the gold-conjugated
probes into the volume of the section, secondary antibodies or antibody
fragments were developed which are conjugated with very small gold
particles (< 3 nm). Since these lack contrast in the transmission elec-
tron microscope, the particles are visualized by silver-enhancement
(Mari et al., 2014; Stierhof, 2009). In comparison to protein A-gold with
a size of 10 nm, secondary antibodies coupled to ultra-small gold par-
ticles show a higher labeling density as demonstrated in a Tokuyasu
workshop in Göttingen in the year 2011 (Fig. 4). The ability of these
antibody-conjugates to penetrate deep into the sample was demon-
strated by pre-embedding immunogold staining (Yi et al., 2001).


Secondary probes are also a source of undesired background
staining. Care has to be taken to not use serum from rabbit or guinea pig
for blocking when protein A-gold is used. It is also possible that sec-
ondary antibodies specifically detect endogenous antibodies in the
sample. This could be the case for plasma cells (antibody producing B-
cells) or in tissue which is infiltrated with antibodies. For example in
mouse sciatic nerve endogenous antibodies are present in neuro-
pathological conditions, and therefore secondary antibodies against
mouse IgG will show a specific signal. One crucial labeling reagent
control that has to be included in any staining procedure is to omit the
primary antibody. This will give information about the number of gold
particles that originate only from the gold marker. In case a bridging
antibody is used, this has to be tested together with the gold probe.


3.4. Double-labeling


Sometimes a target molecule, protein or lipid, has to be localized
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together with a second protein, which could identify a compartment or
represent a potential interaction partner (Fig. 5). For such a task the
double-labeling procedure is a suitable approach using different sizes of
gold conjugates. In case protein A-gold is the marker of choice, two
primary rabbit antibodies could be used successively. After labeling the
first target, a glutaraldehyde-fixation step is required to inactivate the
protein A-binding site of the Fc domain of the primary antibody before
labeling the second target (Fig. 5A). When using gold-conjugated sec-
ondary antibodies, the primary antibodies have to be generated in
different species. In this case first both primary antibodies and then the
set of different secondary antibodies could be applied simultaneously,
respectively. Double-labeling procedures come with the danger of di-
rect interactions between the labeling probes causing so-called “co-la-
beling” (Fig. 5B). When protein A-gold is used and co-labeling occurs,
this can be cured by applying the antibodies in reversed order. It is
recommended to always perform the single-labeling of the two targets
in parallel to the double-labeling procedure to be able to check those in
case trouble-shooting is required. Very often some labeling from the
first labeling procedure is lost during the second labeling. This should
be considered in the decision which antigen is labeled first. We usually
apply the smaller gold probe first, because the larger gold probe binds
less efficient.


3.5. Contrasting and drying


At the end of the labeling procedure, a short glutaraldehyde fixation
is applied before contrasting the sections. For contrasting first neu-
tralized uranyl acetate is used followed by a final step with a methyl-
cellulose and uranyl acetate mixture (Griffiths et al., 1984). This mix-
ture remains on the sections as a very thin protective film after drying
to prevent a collapse of the delicate structures within the section.
However, a comparison of the methylcellulose-embedded dry cryosec-
tions with cryosections vitrified by plunge-freezing in a thin layer of
PBS (so-called “vitrification of sections”, VOS) shows important dif-
ferences (Bos et al., 2014): The methylcellulose-embedded section
suffers from considerable shrinkage to 30% of the volume of the vi-
trified section visualized under cryogenic conditions by cryo-electron
tomography. This collapse is partially caused by air-drying and severely
impairs the ultrastructure as exemplified on synapse morphology.
Imaging under cryo-conditions reduces beam-induced shrinkage of


conventional cryosections which is considerable in case of room-tem-
perature EM-observation (Zeuschner et al., 2006).


Tokuyasu sections embedded in MC/UA can be stored indefinitely
in a gridbox at RT without any precautions. It is even possible to re-
move the MC/UA by rinsing in water and perform another incubation
and re-embed in MC/UA. In general the morphology suffers from this
treatment, but it is an opportunity. Once evaluated in the electron
microscope, the section can be re-evaluated in the EM again, but re-
moving the MC/UA is not possible anymore.


3.6. Other useful probes


In such multi-step immunolabeling applications as described above
with primary antibody, potentially a bridging antibody and then pro-
tein A-gold, considerable distance between the target antigen and gold
colloid is build up limiting the spatial resolution of the label (Fig. 6). A
single IgG molecule consists of two heavy (H) and two light (L) chains
and has a size of 160 kDa being as big as 14 nm. If the precise distance
between epitopes is relevant in an investigation, a small primary probe
directly conjugated to gold is required. Smaller antigen-binding probes
are Fab fragments (50 kDa) generated by papain digest of IgG mole-
cules, or engineered molecules composed of the N-terminal variable
region of the H and L chain called single chain variable fragments
(scFv) (Bird et al., 1988; Malecki et al., 2002). With the discovery of
camelid immunoglobulins which exist in a form containing only heavy
chains, and the production of their single-domain antigen-binding
fragments, so-called VHHs or nanobodies, new powerful tools became
available (De Meyer et al., 2014; Kijanka et al., 2017; Muyldermans,
2013). As recombinant probes, engineered nanobodies tagged with a
reporter, so called RANbodies (reporter-nanobody fusion proteins) have
been generated recently for fluorescence labeling (Yamagata and Sanes,
2018). Another recent development are fusion proteins consisting of a
nanobody, a fluorescent protein and a peroxidase for DAB-cytochemisty
as probes for CLEM (correlative light and electron microscopy) called
FLIPPER-bodies (FLuorescent Indicator and Peroxidase for Precipitation
with EM Resolution) produced by molecular cloning (de Beer et al.,
2018). The development of such improved probes with much higher
binding efficacy and spatial resolution due to the smaller size offers
great potential for future applications in immunoelectron microscopy.


Due to their specificity and availability mostly antibodies are used


Fig. 4. Comparison of two different secondary probes: protein A-gold and IgG coupled to ultra-small gold particles. A: labeling the peroxisomal marker catalase on rat
liver cryosections using protein A-gold or in B: secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG coupled to ultra-small gold particles (Aurion, Wageningen, The Netherlands). The gold
particles are enlarged by application of a silver-enhancement procedure. m: mitochondrium. Scale bars: 500 nm.
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to visualize a broad spectrum of molecules. Fortunately colloidal gold
also can be bound to other biological active molecules like lectins for
the detection of sugar moieties and enzymes (Bendayan, 1984;
Bendayan et al., 1990) or even to receptor ligands (Smith et al., 1988).
Famous examples of probes other than antibodies are engineered and
clonable high affinity binding domains to phosphoinositides (PPIn)
such as Pleckstrin Homology (PH) domain or other domains with dif-
ferent specificities like FYVE, FERN, PX, ENTH/ANTH, PROPPIN and
TRAF (reviewed by Hammond and Balla (2015)). A GST-tagged PH
domain of phospholipase delta1 was used for the subcellular localiza-
tion of PtdIns(4,5)P2 on cryosections of cultured cells (Watt et al.,
2002). However, in the development of these probes used as biosensors
for different PPIn species, the same difficulties arise as discussed for the
specificity of antibodies. Moreover, efficient binding also depends often
on the interaction with additional factors (discussed in detail in
(Hammond and Balla, 2015). Moreover, lipid localization requires not
only special probes, but an adjustment of sample preparation and la-
beling procedures as developed for the localization of cholesterol using
a modified perfringolysin O (Möbius et al., 2002, 2003).


4. Strategies for correlative light- and electron microscopy


The application of correlative light- and electron microscopy


(CLEM) is motivated by combining live imaging with ultrastructural
information, targeting rare events in time and space or individual cells
in a large context. The combination of both imaging modalities over-
comes shortcomings of each single technique concerning sample pre-
paration, dynamics, size of the field of view, statistical output, resolu-
tion and representation of the cellular reference space. These days
super-resolution light microscopy such as STED (Stimulated Emission
Depletion) microscopy (Hell and Wichmann, 1994) provides very pre-
cise localizations of dynamic processes in live cells or by in-vivo ima-
ging (Berning et al., 2012; Lukinavicius et al., 2018; Willig et al., 2014).
Other super-resolution imaging modes such as photoactivatable loca-
lization microscopy (PALM) (Betzig et al., 2006) and stochastic optical
reconstruction microscopy (STORM) (Rust et al., 2006) are quantitative
and allow for a time-efficient screening of single events in large samples
and the generation of statistical data. Since imaging by this single
molecule localization microscopy is time consuming, it is applied to
fixed tissue which is also compatible with electron microscopy. By the
development of super-resolution imaging the size of the fluorescence
signal approximates the size of the underlying cellular structures much
better than by conventional fluorescence microscopy making the cor-
relation more reliable. Finally, the correlation of dynamic processes or
the localization of fluorescent tracers with the underlying non-fluor-
escent structures by subsequent electron microscopy puts all these


Fig. 5. Double-labeling procedure. A: Schematic showing sequential immuno-double labeling with protein A-gold in different sizes and two primary IgGs sensitive to
protein A. This is possible because binding site for protein A is destroyed with glutaraldehyde between the two immunolabeling procedures. B: Co-labeling after using
a bridging antibody. C: Double labeling of the surfactant protein C (Vorbroker et al., 1995) (PAG 15 nm) and PDI (MABT130, Merck, Amsterdam, the Netherlands)
(PAG 10 nm). M: mitochondrium, G: Golgi complex. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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observed events into the cellular context.
Ideally, live imaging is combined with high-pressure-freezing and


cryo-electron tomography, since this avoids any denaturation by che-
mical fixation showing “nature as such”. In an elegant study using an
electron microscope with an integrated light microscope for targeting
the structure of interest, frozen hydrated samples were analyzed by
cryo-electron tomography (Faas et al., 2013). Such fascinating studies
contributed from specialized laboratories provide in-situ structural
analysis (Arnold et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2014; Kolovou et al., 2017;
Koning et al., 2014; Rigort et al., 2012). Nevertheless, all the other
more conventional electron microscopic methods involving fixation,
embedding and room temperature-processing play an important role in
laying the basis for such cutting-edge techniques, because they provide
information about the global architecture of cells and tissues and the
distribution of molecules within.


There are multiple strategies for CLEM involving super-resolution
microscopy, transmission EM (TEM), scanning EM (SEM), focused-ion
beam-SEM (FIB-SEM), (cryo)-electron tomography, plastic embedding
and pre- or postembedding labeling depending on the question under
investigation and the available equipment and expertise (Anderson
et al., 2018; de Boer et al., 2015; Giepmans, 2008; Kopek et al., 2017;


Kukulski et al., 2011; Loussert Fonta and Humbel, 2015). Here we will
focus on CLEM applications involving Tokuyasu cryosectioning. In
principle there are two options in CLEM: both the fluorescence and EM
analysis are performed after sample preparation of ultrathin section by
using fluorescent- as well as gold-conjugated markers, or fluorescently-
tagged expressed proteins are recorded by live-imaging before fixation.
Then, after sample preparation, the correlative electron microscopy is
realized on sections of the targeted structure of interest. The latter
approach requires a more elaborated workflow to ensure the correct
correlation.


4.1. On-section CLEM


The first CLEM strategy requires procedures that are compatible
with fluorescence microscopy as well as meeting electron microscopy
standards in terms of structural preservation and contrast. The sample
preparation for Tokuyasu cryosections due to the relatively mild fixa-
tion provides already a suitable substrate for immunolabeling in gen-
eral. Correlative immunolabeling probes which are fluorescent and
electron dense at the same time are quantum dots (Bruchez et al., 1998;
Deerinck et al., 2007; Giepmans et al., 2005) or FluoroNanogold (Roth


Fig. 6. Spatial resolution of different secondary gold probes. Comparison of labeling procedures using protein A-gold and IgG-gold: IgG gold complexes yield more
gold particles, but are less precise: often 2 or more gold particles are bound to the primary antibody and increase the distance between gold marker and the epitope.
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et al., 1980; Takizawa et al., 2015, 1998). Quantum dots are fluorescent
semiconductor particles with modest electron density that can be cou-
pled to proteins and used as probes (Alivisatos et al., 2005;
Killingsworth et al., 2012). To enhance their contrast, silver-enhance-
ment procedures are applicable (Stierhof, 2009). FluoroNanogold is
composed of a small gold cluster (1.4 nm) coupled via a linker to an
antibody Fab’ fragment or other affinity probes which carry a fluor-
escent label (Takizawa et al., 2015). Due to the small size of the gold
colloid this affinity probe has a high labeling efficacy. Gold clusters are
able to quench fluorescence by resonance energy transfer due to an
overlap of the fluorescence emission spectrum with the absorption
spectrum of the gold particle depending on its size and the distance to
the fluorophore (Kandela and Albrecht, 2007). This correlation dictates
the construction of small gold probes like FluoroNanogold which re-
quires silver enhancement for visualization (Stierhof, 2009). To over-
come the quenching effect, the distance between the two markers can
be increased instead of decreasing the size of the gold particle. This is
achieved e.g. by using gold-coupled primary antibodies for im-
munolabeling of cryosections followed by fluorescently tagged sec-
ondary antibodies (Kandela et al., 2008).


Other approaches, instead of using direct correlative markers, apply
separate fluorescent and gold-coupled probes on the cryosections
(Cortese et al., 2012; Oorschot et al., 2014; Vicidomini et al., 2008).
Between the two imaging modalities additional heavy metal contrasting
procedures are performed that would otherwise interfere with the
fluorescence imaging. As a disadvantage intermediate incubation steps
can distort the sample or result in a loss of the region of interest. A
modification of the contrasting procedure for cryosections that avoids
interference with the fluorescent signal circumvents these problems
(Karreman et al., 2013). In this study a so-called “2+Staining” protocol
is described that employs a sequence of primary antibody followed by
several different secondary antibody incubations that combines an en-
hanced fluorescent labeling with protein A-gold. Then, instead of con-
trasting with the usual methylcellulose-uranyl acetate mixture, OsO4,
uranyl acetate and lead citrate are applied sequentially before drying
the section in pure methylcellulose. This modification allows both,
fluorescence imaging and electron microscopy, on the same EM grid in
an electron microscope with integrated light microscope (iLEM) for
efficiently and unambiguously targeting the region of interest.


For fluorescence microscopy, instead of antibodies also fluorescent
organic compounds are useful tools. In an elegant study the ageing of
insulin secretory granules in pancreatic beta cells was demonstrated by
using transgenic mice expressing self-labeling proteins such as SNAP- or
CLIP-tags (New England Biolabs) which covalently bind organic non-
fluorescent or fluorescent photostable substrates (Keppler et al., 2003;
Müller et al., 2017; Perkovic et al., 2014). The fluorescence of the
tagged secretory insulin granules was recorded by structured illumi-
nation microscopy (SIM) on cryosections and allowed identifying the
tagged granules within the large pool of non-fluorescent granules at the
TEM level.


Tokuyasu cryosections turned out useful in bridging the gap be-
tween endogenous GFP fluorescence in plants and the ultrastructure of
autophagosomes at TEM level even without any labeling involved by
purely overlaying the recorded preserved GFP fluorescence on the
cryosection with the TEM image (Marion et al., 2017). Finally the Z
resolution of thin (200 nm) or ultrathin (50 nm) sections is as good as
the section thickness in the light microscope and surpasses the z re-
solution of any conventional light microscope which is beneficial for
CLEM approaches (Takizawa et al., 2015; Vicidomini et al., 2008).


4.2. Live imaging and CLEM on cryosections


The second type of CLEM strategies employs expression of fluores-
cently tagged endogenous proteins for live imaging, or preembedding
labeling by cellular uptake or fluorescent labeling after permeabiliza-
tion. Most of such studies combine live imaging with high-pressure-


freezing, freeze substitution and plastic embedding. However, live
imaging of cells endogenously expressing GFP-tagged LAMP1 and
subsequent immunolabeling on cryosections was realized (van
Rijnsoever et al., 2008) based on a previously developed protocol for
correlative imaging of fixed cells (Oorschot et al., 2002). The challenge
here is the preservation of the original topology of the cells as they grow
on a coverslip. The observation of the dynamics of fluorescently tagged
proteins in living cells is relevant to the understanding of protein
function, if the fluorescent tag is not interfering with the functionality
of that protein. Live imaging is therefore an important control for any
localization technique on such cells, since protein distribution can be
distorted by the fixation method and especially by permeabilization
protocols commonly used in immunofluorescence studies (Schnell
et al., 2012). Here, providing electron microscopic data by CLEM en-
sures the quality of the sample preservation underlying the fluorescence
image.


CLEM procedures are very sophisticated and require carefully de-
signed workflow involving mostly expensive and specialized equipment
and expertise. Often, impressive proof-of-principle studies are found in
the literature. Nonetheless, many questions can be addressed directly
by carefully performed immunoelectron microscopy on cryosections
without the need for CLEM.


5. Can we believe what we see?


Before an immunolabeling study is performed, one should always
realize that there should be enough molecules present to be visualized.
In a thin section only a very small part of the cell is visible. A 50 nm
thick section of a “standard” 10× 10×10 μm3 cell only represents
0.5% of the total volume or 0.3% of the plasma membrane!
Furthermore molecules will change during their lifetime in a specimen:
they might be trimmed, glycosylated, phosphorylated and polymerized
or reside in different matrix densities, all intrinsic factors which should
be taken into account. Moreover, the antigenic determinants can be
destroyed by fixation and may be inaccessible to antibodies thus further
reducing the number of available targets. Other extrinsic factors like the
concentration of the antibodies, the temperature, the buffer system and
embedding will all affect the final amount of recognized target mole-
cules. The highest reported labelling efficiency (LE) is approximately
10% (Griffiths and Hoppeler, 1986), although in this particular case
steric hindrance may have reduced the LE. Often the LE is less than 1%
of the target molecules present in a section. When this standard cell has
30,000 molecules on its plasma membrane, in the electron microscope
between 0.9 (LE= 0.01) and 9 (LE=0.1) gold particles can be ob-
served along the membrane. Fortunately biological systems comprise
compartments and gradients rather than even distributions, thereby
confining target molecules to an organelle or a specific part of a
membrane which makes local concentrations rather high and thus ea-
sier to detect.


Considering all this any localization experiment has to be carefully
planned in order to minimize bias and produce reliable and quantified
data. Although this might sound difficult, the instruments to reach this
aim are well described and quite simple to implement. The number of
gold particles as well as the structures they associate with have to be
quantified to obtain the labeling density or a labeling distribution. To
avoid bias the instrumentation of stereology is available (Lucocq,
2008). Key to all this is the sampling strategy which is designed to give
all components the same chance to be included in the analyzed image.
This is achieved by systematic uniform random (SUR) sampling applied
as a cascade throughout the sampling procedure from block to section
to field of view in the microscope. Once the images are obtained, gold
counting and determination of a membrane length (membrane-bound
antigens) or the surface volume of an organelle (soluble antigens) are
performed (Rabouille, 1999). With these raw data an important pro-
blem in the interpretation of labeling data can be addressed: if there is
one gold particle in the right location, can I believe that this is a
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genuine labeled target? In fact, some relatively simple statistical eva-
luation can validate your observation: your labeling pattern should be
different from a random distribution of test points (Mayhew, 2005). The
same mathematics can be used to compare the label distribution in
different compartments or to prove that the distribution of gold parti-
cles is random and you are just looking at background labeling
(Mayhew et al., 2003).


Another approach is to evaluate the specific fraction of a labeling
density by comparison with a knock-out control (as discussed in chapter
3.2). Controls for the specificity of the antibody such as knock-out or
knock-down samples and a reagent-based control (peptide inhibition or
omitting the primary antibody) can be analyzed in a very simple and
systematic way to determine the fraction of specific label found in the
test sample (Hacker and Lucocq, 2014). Instructions for the quantifi-
cation of double/multiple labeling experiments are also available
(Mayhew and Lucocq, 2011).


The counting of gold particles along a stretch of membrane or in an
organelle can be performed by eye or using software (Wang et al.,
2011). Most software packages are fairly accurate in determining the
number of gold particles. Often 100% of the gold particles are detected,
but in contrast to fluorescence data, the environment of the particles is
also present in greyscale which means that there is a fair chance of false
positive gold particles (black spots comparable to gold particles) or
missing gold particles, that are present in a heavily stained organelle.
Another disadvantage of measurement with software is that still the
pattern recognition abilities by algorithms are not good enough to re-
cognize organelles. However, new software tools are developed and
open to the community for testing (Enger, 2017).


Attempts have been made to obtain absolute numbers of antigen by
immunoelectron microscopy (Griffiths and Hoppeler, 1986). How to
assess how much protein is represented by how many gold particles?
This is very difficult, because one problem cannot be solved: Compar-
ison of the number of gold particles in different cell compartments is
theoretically only be possible when all the intrinsic and extrinsic factors
are identical (Posthuma et al., 1984). This is usually not the case: the
microenvironment and the molecular composition of your target mo-
lecule will be quite different for instance in a lysosome or the Golgi
complex. For absolute quantification intrinsic factors, which cannot be
controlled for in a cellular environment, have to be equalized. For-
tunately there are some molecules which are not further modified after
biosynthesis, limiting the influence of intrinsic factors. When ad-
ditionally one of the most important intrinsic factors, the matrix den-
sity, is equalized by embedding in a water miscible polymer, it is pos-
sible to compare concentrations in different cell compartments (Slot
et al., 1989). However, even in different microenvironments with dif-
ferent LEs it is allowed to compare ratios like a Golgi to lysosome ratio,
provided that under different circumstances the properties of the or-
ganelle of interest remain the same.


After discussing the procedures of sample preparation and labeling
and how they impact the ‘truth’ buried inside the former alive spe-
cimen, the final analysis of the images deserves the same care. Only by
comprehensively describing the applied sampling and analysis tools the
full value of the data is provided to the community (Lucocq, 2012). The
Tokuyasu-method of immunoelectron microscopy of cryosections is
fully developed and applied in innumerable investigations delivering
fundamental knowledge in cell biology. This is an accurate and quan-
tifiable high resolution localization technique which will never go out
of date even seen that the pioneer Kiyoteru Tokuyasu passed away in
July 2015.
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A B S T R A C T


Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) enables the three-dimensional (3D) structural characterization of macro-
molecular complexes in their physiological environment. Thus, cryo-ET is uniquely suited to study the structural
basis of biomolecular processes that are extremely difficult or even impossible to reconstitute using purified
components. Translation of mitochondrial genes, which occurs in the secluded interior of mitochondria, falls
into this category. Here, we describe the principles of cryo-ET in the context of mitochondrial translation and
outline recent developments and challenges of the method. The 3D image of a frozen-hydrated biological sample
is computed from its 2D projections, which are acquired using a transmission electron microscope. In con-
junction with automated detection of different copies of the molecule of interest and averaging of the corre-
sponding subtomograms, cryo-ET enables macromolecular structure determination in the native environment
(i.e. in situ) at sub-nanometer resolution. The preservation of the native environment furthermore allows the
extraction of contextual information about the molecules, including the location of specific molecules with
respect to membranes, their relative positioning and the spatial organization with respect to other types of
macromolecules. Recent preparative developments extend the field of application of cryo-ET from isolated or-
ganelles to cultured eukaryotic cells and even tissue, making the traditional borders between molecular and
cellular structural biology disappear.


1. Introduction


The visualization of biological structures is key to the mechanistic
understanding of cellular processes. The development of the first light
microscopes by Leeuwenhoek and Hooke led to the discovery of cellular
structures and established the field of microbiology (van Leewenhoeck,
1677). Almost 300 years later, the invention of the transmission elec-
tron microscope (TEM) (Knoll and Ruska, 1932) increased the resolu-
tion for imaging cellular structures by more than an order of magni-
tude, enabling the discovery of subcellular structures (Palade and
Porter, 1954). The seminal studies by Palade and others that shaped our
current view of eukaryotic cells as heavily compartmentalized, so-
phisticated machines were carried out on chemically fixed, dehydrated,
stained and resin-embedded samples to allow imaging inside the va-
cuum of the instrument. While this type of specimen preparation is
sufficient to distinguish different lipid-enclosed organelles in a cell, it
does not allow higher-resolution interpretation because in particular
dehydration alters the molecular structure of proteins and lipids.
Moreover, the signal mostly stems from heavy metal salts as opposed to
the biological material itself, which is problematic for quantitative


interpretation. It is often not even clear if the organic material itself
(positive staining) or its direct environment (negative staining) gen-
erates the signal. Thus, these classical preparation methods used in cell
biology are not suitable for analyzing the structure of the cell in mo-
lecular detail.


The development of cryofixation through rapid cooling (Dubochet
and McDowall, 1981), which transforms aqueous samples into a vitr-
eous state, established the field of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM).
Cryo-preparation enables imaging of biological samples in their frozen-
hydrated, physiological context and extended the range of structural
analysis from morphological features to macromolecular complexes. In
cryo-EM, the density differences in the biological material itself gen-
erate contrast, as opposed to stain in the case of conventional cell
biology preparation (Dubochet et al., 1988). However, only very weak
signal is generated by the few electrons that image the sample prior to
onset of substantial beam damage (typically ∼20 electrons/Å2). Ac-
cordingly, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of images from cryo-prepared
samples is dramatically worse than that of EM images from con-
ventionally prepared samples. Due to this low SNR, the image of an
individual molecule provides little reliable (i.e., statistically significant)
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structural detail. Thus, cryo-EM typically relies on extensive statistical
analysis of images of many copies of a molecule. The addition of these
noisy individual images provides higher level of detail (Henderson,
1995). Decades of development in most efficient data acquisition and
detector technology eventually enabled capturing almost every imaging
electron, leading to increased popularity of cryo-EM in the life sciences.


Cryo-EM is nowadays mostly used in conjunction with two different
approaches to determine the three-dimensional (3D) structures of bio-
logical specimens: single particle analysis (SPA) and cryo-electron to-
mography (cryo-ET). In SPA thousands of two-dimensional (2D) images
of purified macromolecules are acquired (Frank, 2009). From typically
hundreds of thousands 2D projections, the 3D density that explains
these observations best is computationally reconstructed. For macro-
molecules greater than 100 kDa, near-atomic resolution is increasingly
routine. The 2017 Nobel prize in Chemistry for SPA acknowledges this
revolutionary development.


In cryo-ET, the sample itself is imaged in 3D. The underlying data is
a series of 2D EM images of the sequentially tilted specimen (Lucić
et al., 2005). The subsequent 3D reconstruction of the imaged region is
obtained by computational methods that are similar to those used in
computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging in medical
imaging. Compared to SPA, cryo-ET is more time-consuming: whereas
in SPA each particle is imaged once, many 2D images at different an-
gles, typically 40–100, are acquired in cryo-ET. Such acquisition of a
‘tilt series’, which requires the precise interaction of microscope optics
and mechanics, typically extends the acquisition time per particle by
almost 2 orders of magnitude compared to the single shot in SPA.
Hence, cryo-ET is usually applied to complex, pleiomorphic samples,
where the 3D context is of interest.


Contextual information is important when studying membrane-as-
sociated complexes, for example those residing in cellular


compartments (Förster and Hegerl, 2007). Biochemical isolation would
disrupt them from their native membrane environment, potentially
causing the dissociation of low-affinity components or altering the
conformation (Beck and Baumeister, 2016). Here, cryo-ET is beneficial
because it allows for the visualization of complexes in their close-to-
native, membrane-associated state, omitting their solubilization and
further biochemical isolation. Examples of membrane-associated com-
plexes studied using cryo-ET include the nuclear pore complex (Beck
et al., 2004; Kosinski et al., 2016; Mahamid et al., 2016), the ER-as-
sociated ribosome (Pfeffer et al., 2015a), flagellar motor of bacteria
(Beeby et al., 2016) and viral complexes (Förster et al., 2005; Schur
et al., 2016).


In this review, we outline cryo-ET and its application to study
macromolecular complexes in their physiological settings. Thereby, we
focus on structural exploration of the mitochondrial translation ma-
chinery as an example.


2. Mitochondrial translation – membrane association makes cryo-
ET a suitable approach


Cryo-ET is a good method to study the molecular architecture of the
mitochondrion, due to its inaccessible nature. Mitochondria are diffi-
cult to study because their disruption, which is a prerequisite for most
analytical methods, affects their biochemical micro-environment and
hence function. To date most cryo-EM studies of mitochondria used
isolated mitochondrial vesicles (Davies et al., 2011, 2012; Nicastro
et al., 2000). The mitochondrion is characterized by a complex mor-
phology of two membranes (outer and inner mitochondrial membrane,
OMM and IMM, respectively) that enclose the intermembrane space
(IMS) and the mitochondrial matrix. This intricate membrane archi-
tecture enables the generation and maintenance of the proton gradient


Fig. 1. Mitochondrial gene expression. Throughout evolution mitochondria have kept their own genome and translation machinery, the mitoribosome (PDB 3J9M,
(Amunts et al., 2015). The human mitochondrial genome codes for 13 hydrophobic proteins, which are membrane-embedded subunits of the OXPHOS machinery.
The mitochondria-encoded OXPHOS subunits are co-translationally inserted into the IMM by a structurally poorly-explored insertion machinery. The mitoribosome
and the OXPHOS machinery are composed of subunits encoded in both, the nuclear (isosurface representations) and mitochondrial genome (ribbon representations,
color coded as in the mitochondrial genome). The mitoribosomal RNA of the ribosomal large and small subunit (LSU and SSU, respectively) are displayed as ribbons
in orange and pink, respectively, overlaid on the isosurface representation of the nuclear-encoded proteins (blue and yellow, respectively). The mitochondria-
encoded tRNAval, which is integrated into the mitoribosome, is shown in green. The OXPHOS machinery, composed of the respirasome (PDB 5GUP) (Wu et al., 2016)
and the ATP synthase (PDB 6CP6) (Srivastava et al., 2018), contains mitochondrial encoded subunits (ribbons) for each of the major complexes (CI, CIII, CIV and CV).
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required for ATP synthesis by oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS). In
every known organism, the mitochondrion has retained its own, albeit
reduced, genome and associated translation machine, the mitochon-
drial ribosome (mitoribosome).


The mitoribosome synthesizes only very few proteins (13 in hu-
mans), typically highly hydrophobic subunits of complexes of the
membrane-embedded OXPHOS machinery (Ott et al., 2016). This
translation process is temporally and spatially coordinated with nu-
clear-encoded OXPHOS subunits (Couvillion et al., 2016; Richter-
Dennerlein et al., 2016). The mitochondrial translation products are co-
translationally inserted into the IMM by membrane-embedded acces-
sory factors (Ott and Herrmann, 2010), and assemble with nuclear
encoded subunits into the OXPHOS machinery (Fig. 1). Due to the high
hydrophobicity of the synthesized peptides and the interaction with
membrane-embedded accessory factors mitoribosomes reside at the
IMM.


The structures of the mammalian and yeast mitoribosomes have
been recently determined by SPA (Amunts et al., 2015; Desai et al.,
2017; Greber et al., 2015) and revealed the vast structural differences
that arose during eukaryotic evolution. Compared to the yeast mitor-
ibosome, the rRNA fraction of the human mitoribosome got drastically
reduced and was substituted by nuclear encoded proteins (van der Sluis
et al., 2015). This resulted in a decreased sedimentation coefficient
(∼55 S in human vs. ∼72 S in yeast), and an inverted rRNA-to-protein
ratio. Because the structures were determined from isolated mitoribo-
somes, their interaction with the IMM and their associated protein in-
sertion machinery could not be addressed.


The structures of the OXPHOS complexes, namely the respirasome
and the ATP synthase, have also been determined to high resolution by
cryo-EM SPA recently (Srivastava et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2016; Zhou
et al., 2015) (Fig. 1). While these studies have provided high-resolution
models of the major complexes associated with mitochondrial transla-
tion, little is known about the structural mechanism for the insertion of
the mitochondrially encoded subunits into the IMM. The structural
differences and different membrane associations of the human and
yeast mitoribosomes (Amunts et al., 2015; Desai et al., 2017; Englmeier
et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2015b) raise further questions about the
mechanistic consequences for the interaction with the associated in-
sertion machinery. Due to the complex interaction of mitoribosomes
with various IMM-residing factors responsible for insertion of nascent
peptides into the IMM and coordination of OXPHOS complex assembly,
mitochondrial translation is likely best investigated in the native en-
vironment (“in situ”).


3. From a vitrified sample to a three-dimensional reconstruction


3.1. Sample preparation


Due to the strong interaction of electrons with matter, the appli-
cation of cryo-ET is restricted to thin vitreous samples. In the beam
direction, the sample must not measure more than a few hundred
nanometers to allow a notable number of electrons to transmit through
the sample. For fragmented and isolated organelles, such as ER derived
microsomes and mitochondria (Englmeier et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al.,
2015a), a thin layer of vitrified ice can be obtained by plunging an EM
grid with a few microliters of purified sample into liquid ethane. Even if
the organelle diameters exceed 500 nm, the routine blotting away of
excess liquid prior to plunge-freezing causes the thinning of the samples
to approximately 200 nm.


Recently, the development of Focused Ion Beam milling (FIB-mil-
ling) made it possible to apply cryo-ET to unperturbed vitrified cells
(Rigort et al., 2012). In this preparation technique, a thin lamella of
∼100–200 nm is obtained by ablating sample material above and
below a region of interest (ROI) within the cell. FIB-milling is typically
integrated into a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) instrument,
which allows controlling the thinning process to few nanometers.


Cryogenic correlative light-electron microscopy (cryo-CLEM) (Sartori
et al., 2007; Schellenberger et al., 2014), which is the correlation of
fluorescence light microscopy signal (e.g., from as a GFP-fusion con-
struct marking the macromolecule or organelle of interest) from a
frozen hydrated sample with cryo-TEM and SEM images, can guide the
decision where to mill the cell (Mahamid et al., 2016). The integration
of cryo-CLEM, cryo-FIB/SEM and cryo-ET represents a highly complex,
technically challenging workflow, which requires a number of sample
transfers between different instruments under cryo conditions. More-
over, the resolution of light microscopy under cryo conditions is sub-
stantially lower than at room temperature, making it difficult to achieve
sufficiently high accuracy in the localization of a feature of interest. At
this point, in situ analysis of lamella still provides a much lower
throughput than cryo-ET imaging of enriched organelle preparations
from disrupted cells. In this review, we will focus on the latter appli-
cation.


To date, mitochondria have mostly been studied ex vivo, after en-
richment using differential centrifugation. For example, yeast(Davies
et al., 2012, 2011) (Pfeffer et al., 2015b), Neuraspora crassa (Nicastro
et al., 2000) and human (Englmeier et al., 2017) mitochondria have
been studied using cryo-ET, revealing the mitochondrial molecular
machinery in the native membrane context.


3.2. Data acquisition


Three-dimensional reconstruction in cryo-ET roots in the same
mathematical principles as X-ray computed tomography in medicine:
the 3D object is reconstructed from a series of projections that are
collected along different angles (Fig. 2A). In cryo-ET, the ‘tilt series’
acquired with a transmission electron microscope (TEM) is the basis of
the 3D reconstruction. For the acquisition, the stage of the electron
microscope is sequentially tilted around a single axis and a set of two-
dimensional projections is acquired. Commonly, the tilt range is re-
stricted to approximately -60° to +60° (+/- 10°), and data are acquired
with an angular increment of ∼2°-4°. The tilt range is dictated by the
slab-like geometry of the sample, which results in an increasing electron
path with increasing tilt, whereas the number of sampled angles is re-
stricted by the limited electron dose that can be applied to a sample
without excessive damage. The applicable electron dose ultimately
limits the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the tomogram and hence its
resolution. Increasing the dose increases the signal, but significant da-
mage to the sample occurs beyond ∼20 e−/Å2 (Grant and Grigorieff,
2015; Hattne et al., 2018). This beam damage will first affect individual
bonds and thereafter affect the larger-scale structure of molecules to an
increasing degree. The best compromise between SNR and beam da-
mage ultimately depends on the scientific question. Therefore, the ap-
plied electron doses vary between ∼30 e−/Å2 and 100 e−/Å2 in cryo-
ET.


Various acquisition schemes are available and have been developed
in order to improve the data acquisition and electron dose distribution.
Due to the limited electron dose, critical imaging adjustments during
acquisition of the tilt series, such as focusing and tracking of the field of
interest, are usually performed by automated ‘low dose’ procedures on
regions adjacent to the imaged area (Mastronarde, 2005). For the early
acquisitions of resin-embedded, i.e. conventionally prepared, sections
unidirectional tilt series were acquired. Bidirectional and dose-sym-
metric tilt series (Hagen et al., 2017), where the initial dose is applied
to the low tilt angles (which appear thinnest to the imaging electron
beam), are often used in cryo-ET today.


Fig. 2C depicts an image from a tilt series of a human mitochondria.
Relatively few features are discernable in the raw data because of the
low electron dose used to acquire a single image and due to the fact that
many molecules overlap in a projection, which are then deconvoluted
in the 3D reconstruction.
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3.3. Tomogram reconstruction


The acquired tilt series cannot directly be used for 3D reconstruc-
tion. Tilt series alignment is a major processing step necessary prior to
reconstruction: due to the mechanical tilting of the stage, the field of
interest will not remain precisely centered despite automated tracking
during acquisition. The resulting shifts, as well as small image rotations
and magnification change due to the optics of the TEM, must be cor-
rected for prior to 3D reconstruction (Fig. 2A). Gold beads are usually
applied to the sample before plunge-freezing to serve as fiducials for
aligning the tilt series to a common 3D coordinate system (Lawrence,
1992). The high density of the gold beads provides enough contrast to
localize them even on the projections along the highest tiltangles,
which have the weakest contrast due to the longest path for the
transmitted electrons. Alternatively, local ‘patch tracking’ can be used
to align the projections to a common coordinate system. In this ap-
proach, the projection images are subdivided into patches, of which the
centers are tracked throughout the tilt series (Mastronarde, 2007). This
is beneficial in cases, where it is difficult to apply gold beads to the
sample, such as in the case of thin cellular sections prepared using FIB-
milling.


For tilt series alignment, and most downstream image processing
steps, the initial image size of the tilt series is usually reduced (down-
sampled) by combining the signal from neighboring pixels into a single
pixel. The loss of signal is minimized when this reduction of image
dimensions is carried out in Fourier space. Furthermore, the discarded,
very weak high-resolution signal is not required for most tasks, such as
localization of molecules, and computations are strongly accelerated. A
critical parameter to keep in mind when choosing the downscaling
factor is the resulting pixel size on the specimen level, which de-
termines the maximally possible resolution in the final tomogram.


After the images of a tilt series are aligned to a common 3D co-
ordinate system, different computational methods can be utilized to
reconstruct the 3D volume. The projection-slice theorem is the mathe-
matical principle that defines the relationship of the 3D volume and its
2D projections (Fig. 2B) (Radon, 1917). This theorem states that the
Fourier transform of a 2D parallel projection of a 3D object corresponds
to a central slice of the 3D Fourier transform of that object, perpendi-
cular to the projection direction. Thus, when an object is sequentially
tilted around one axis while acquiring projections in real space, in
Fourier space the resulting sections sample the 3D information of the
object (also called structure factors in the discrete case of


Fig. 2. Workflow for tilt series acquisition, alignment and tomogram reconstruction. A) Within a defined tilt range, the stage of the electron microscope is se-
quentially tilted n times (typically 20 to 30) in each direction by a defined tilt increment α prior to acquiring a projection. This spatial sampling results in a ‘tilt
series’, which contains × +n2 1 micrographs. Prior to tomogram reconstruction, the acquired tilt series must be aligned precisely to a common 3D coordinate
system, compensating shifts and rotations occurring during data acquisition. The alignment usually bases on previously added gold markers (red circles in C)) serving
as fiducials. The 3D tomogram can be reconstructed from the aligned tiltseries by different reconstruction methods, e.g. by weighted backprojection (WBP). B) The
underlying principle for reconstructing a 3D volume from 2D images is the projection-slice theorem: the 2D projections from the 3D object correspond to slices in the
3D Fourier space of the object. C) Comparison of a 2D projection (left) to a slice orthogonal to the z-axis of the reconstructed 3D volume (right). In the reconstruction
of the mitochondrion, the OMM (green arrows), IMM (cyan arrows) and cristae (pink arrows), as well as membrane-associated mitoribosomes (red arrows) and ATP
synthases (yellow arrows) can be identified. The scale bars correspond to 150 nm.
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crystallography). This allows the 3D reconstruction of the object from
2D images (De Rosier and Klug, 1968). Unfortunately, the aforemen-
tioned restricted tilt range in cryo-ET (± 60°) results in a ‘missing
wedge’ of data in 3D Fourier space, which causes artefacts in the re-
constructions. For example, objects are elongated in reconstructions
and membranes are not resolved in certain orientations.


While the 2D projection of a 3D object can be predicted precisely,
the inverse problem of reconstructing the 3D object from 2D projections
is ill-posed (Carazo, 1992): the 3D reconstruction is sensitive to noise
and not unique due to the missing tilt range and the finite tilt incre-
ment. Different computational approaches have been developed to
address the 3D reconstruction problem. The fastest methods aim to
approximate the 3D reconstruction directly based on the projection
(Gilbert, 1972a). The most commonly used approach from this class of
direct reconstruction methods is weighted backprojection (WBP). This
approach is based on projecting the 2D data back into a 3D volume by
retracing the rays emanating from it back (Fig. 2A). Prior to this
backprojection an appropriate weighting in Fourier space is performed,
which addresses the partial redundancy of information in the projec-
tions. According to the Fourier-slice theorem, slices intersect near the
origin, i.e., for low spatial frequencies. If backprojections of the raw tilt
series were simply added up in a 3D volume, it would lead to an arti-
ficial enhancement of low frequency information because these data
points are redundantly sampled. An appropriate weighting in Fourier
space aims at compensating this redundancy approximately (Crowther
et al., 1970). This weighting scheme is often a simple linear function
perpendicular to the tilt axis. An alternative to WBP is direct inversion
in Fourier space, again with appropriate weighting that reflects the data
sampling. While this approach is currently popular in SPA due to high
computational speed and interpolation accuracy (Scheres, 2012), it is
less popular in cryo-ET due to the high memory requirements for the
large volumes involved.


Iterative reconstruction methods do not make ad hoc assumptions
about the data sampling, which ultimately also depends on the un-
known object. Here, the appropriate weighting of data is determined by
the method itself. Iterative algorithms find approximate solutions to the
algebraic equation system relating the unknown 3D object and the 2D
data in the given projection geometry (Gordon et al., 1970). Most al-
gorithms aim to minimize the discrepancy between measured data and
the projections computed from the iteratively reconstructed volume,
such as Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique (SIRT)
(Gilbert, 1972b; Kunz and Frangakis, 2014) or Iterative Nonuniform
Fourier Reconstruction (INFR) (Chen and Förster, 2014). These
methods often result in better contrast because the data-driven
weighting may better balance the relative importance of low- and high
frequency data. Challenges in the use of these algorithms are the
computational effort and, more importantly, overfitting, which requires
appropriate stopping criteria and often regularization. Addressing these
challenges will trigger more widespread usage of iterative approaches
in cryo-ET.


The resulting 3D tomogram can either be visualized by planar sec-
tions (e.g. z-slices), or 3D surface rendering, for which different soft-
ware packages are available (Kremer et al., 1996; Pettersen et al.,
2004). Compared to 2D images, the reconstructed volume has an in-
creased SNR due to the increased dose (Fig. 2C) and it provides much
clearer insights into the morphology of the specimen because features
are deconvoluted along the projection direction. In the tomographic
reconstruction of a human mitochondrion, cristae can be discerned and
densities corresponding to ribosomes and ATP synthases can readily be
identified.


4. Extracting contextual information


4.1. Template matching can localize and identify macromolecules in
tomograms


The reconstructed tomogram can provide valuable insights into the
architecture of cellular compartments and visualize the distribution of
large macromolecular complexes, which is typically analyzed in a
quantitative manner. To this end, further downstream processing of the
reconstructed tomograms is required. Two tasks are typically required
for the quantitative molecular analysis of the tomogram: (i) the iden-
tification and localization of macromolecular complexes and (ii) the
assignment of membranes. This information allows for the analysis of
the spatial organization of macromolecules within an isolated com-
partment or even the whole cell (Albert et al., 2017; Asano et al., 2015;
Mahamid et al., 2016). The localization and identification of macro-
molecules is also a requirement for higher-resolution structure de-
termination of macromolecular complexes by subtomogram averaging
(STA).


In many cases, the approximate structure of molecules of interest, or
at least some of their major components, are known. This prior
knowledge can be utilized for the localization of macromolecular
complexes using ‘template matching’ (Böhm et al., 2000; Frangakis
et al., 2002). Here, a template volume depicting the macromolecule of
interest is systematically matched, voxel by voxel, against a target vo-
lume (Fig. 3). To account for the unknown orientation of the macro-
molecule in the sample, the template is rotated in three-dimensions.
The resulting cross-correlation coefficient is a measure for the similarity
of a feature and the template at a given position in a specific orienta-
tion. Local maxima of the cross-correlation function mark candidate
locations of the molecule of interest in the 3D tomogram. The search is
computationally demanding, primarily due to the necessity of sampling
different orientations of the template. Depending on the density of the
angular sampling, this can result in several thousands of probed or-
ientations, for which the cross-correlation coefficient must be com-
puted. For example, even a relatively coarse angular increment of 13°
results in 8000 different orientations as a combination of the three
Euler angles. Therefore, template matching is usually performed on
downsampled tomograms. Furthermore, the identified macromolecules
are usually subjected to an additional filtering step in order to exclude
false-positive matches - either based on a cross-correlation threshold,
visual inspection or automated classification (see section 5.2).


While template matching provides the means to identify macro-
molecules of interest in the tomogram in an automated fashion, there
are several challenges associated with it. One of them is the require-
ment of a template, which may not be available. On the other hand, the
application of an external template itself is problematic. It can cause
template bias, a problem commonly illustrated by the “Einstein from
noise” experiment in SPA (Henderson, 2013), describing how an image
of Einstein can be retrieved from thousands of noisy images if the
former is used as a template. An alternative approach to using an ex-
ternal, pre-determined template is to determine a template from the
data themselves. Thus, one strategy is to interactively pick features in
the tomogram that appear to correspond to the same type of molecule
and align them with respect to each other (see section 5.1). Such an
approach requires a method that can align the selected particles to a
common coordinate system without the need for an external template,
for example starting from assignment of random initial orientations,
which is possible with subtomogram averaging programs that sample
rotational space extremely fast, also called fast rotational matching
(Chen et al., 2013). Another major challenge of template matching is
the low SNR and missing wedge in the tomogram, limiting the accuracy
of reliably identifying macromolecules. So far, template matching has
therefore mainly ben applied to big complexes such as the ribosome
(Pfeffer et al., 2015a), proteasome (Asano et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2018)
and the giant protease TPPII (Fukuda et al., 2017).
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In case of the human mitoribosome, a data-driven template that is in
agreement with the previously determined structure could be generated
from manually picked mitoribosome particles using fast rotational
matching. This reference, which has never seen an external structure,
was then used for subsequent template matching to localize and iden-
tify further particles in the data (Englmeier et al., 2017). The co-
ordinates of the detected mitoribosome particles indicated that they are
associated to the IMM (see below).


4.2. Visualizing and quantifying macromolecules in the context of
membranes


Template matching provides the coordinates and orientations of
putative macromolecules in the tomogram. To interpret the role of
macromolecules in the native environment, their spatial relationship to
membranes must be considered. For example, for investigation of cel-
lular processes such as membrane-associated translation (Englmeier
et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2012) or vesicle trafficking (Bykov et al.,
2017), the distance of macromolecules to membranes (distance dis-
tribution) is valuable information. For a quantitative evaluation, the
membranes must be annotated in the tomographic data (segmentation).
Currently, this is mostly still performed manually, albeit this process is
time-consuming, taking up to one week per tomogram (Chen et al.,
2017). Another limitation of manual annotation is its high variability,
depending on the human expert (Hecksel et al., 2016). Automated
segmentation algorithms have been proposed, most recently based on a
convolutional neural network (deep learning) (Chen et al., 2017). Their
reliability, however, still remains to be proven, as they face the lim-
itations of a crowded environment and low SNR in the tomogram.


Following the segmentation of membranes, the distance distribution
of macromolecules can be analyzed. Analysis of spatial coordination of
a macromolecular complex with a membrane can be used, for example,
to investigate the distribution of proteasomes at the inner nuclear
membrane (Albert et al., 2017). Interaction of macromolecules with
non-lipid compartments can also be visualized, for example the


association of proteasomes to poly-Q aggregates (Guo et al., 2018). In
segmented tomograms of isolated mitochondria, ATP synthases could
be shown to assemble into dimers that form ribbon-like super-mole-
cular structures at cristae (Davies et al., 2011). This quaternary struc-
ture is hypothesized to induce membrane curvature of the cristae and
form proton sinks for increased ATP synthesis efficiency. Segmentation
of the IMM can also reveal the spatial distance of mitoribosomes with
respect to the IMM (Englmeier et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2015b). The
resulting distance distribution determines the ratio of IMM-bound to
free mitoribosomes, which is indicative of their translational state. The
majority of mitoribosomes in yeast and human mitochondria were
found to be attached to the IMM, indicating that they are translationally
active (Englmeier et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2015b). Further analysis of
the orientations of membrane-associated mitoribosomes as determined
by template matching then allowed identification of mitoribosome
clusters, which were observed for yeast and human mitoribosomes.
These clusters likely correspond to polymitoribosomes translating the
same mRNA molecule (Englmeier et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2015b)
(Fig. 3).


5. In situ structural biology


5.1. Subtomogram averaging enables high-resolution structure
determination


The resolution of a single macromolecule in a raw tomogram is
limited to roughly 30–50 Å (Asano et al., 2015). However, averaging of
subvolumes extracted from the full-size tomogram, each depicting the
same type of complex (subtomogram averaging, STA) enables in-
creasing the SNR and hence making higher resolution details distin-
guishable from the noise. Similar to SPA, up to hundreds of thousands
of subvolumes (Schur et al., 2016) containing the macromolecule of
interest are iteratively aligned with respect to each other and averaged
to obtain a higher resolution map. Usually, the coordinates of the
macromolecule of interest are identified by template matching as de-
scribed in the previous section, and then full-size subvolumes are


Fig. 3. Workflow for subtomogram analysis illustrated for mitochondrial translation (Pfeffer et al., 2015a,b). The density of an isolated yeast mitochondrion is
reconstructed from a tilt series. Automated localization and identification reveals the positions of ATP-synthases (red) and mitoribosomes (cyan). Subtomogram
averaging and classification (here different rotation states of the small ribosomal subunit, yellow) reveal the higher-resolution structure of the mitoribosome
associated to the native IMM. Based on higher-resolution structures from single particle analysis, the peptide exit tunnel (PET, pale red) can be placed in context with
the membrane, highlighting the path of the nascent protein to the IMM. The relative positions and orientations of ribosome particles characterize the 3D organization
of polymitoribosomes. The hypothesized path of the mRNA (green) coincides with a previously undescribed density (purple) that might represent accessory proteins.
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reconstructed for these sites.
During the subsequent subtomogram alignment, a six-dimensional


search is performed to determine the translation (3D vector) and ro-
tation of the subtomograms with respect to a reference structure (three
Euler angles). The coarse orientations, as determined by template
matching, are used as starting angles for a rotational search, which is
restricted to the neighborhood of this initial orientation. Alternatively,
fast-rotational matching can be used as an alignment method that
samples rotational space exhaustively, which often overcomes the need
for reasonably accurate initial orientations or an external template
(Chen et al., 2013). As for template matching, the missing wedge has to
be considered during the iterative alignment procedures, typically by a
metric that constrains the similarity measure to the sampled data
(Förster et al., 2005). The set of subtomograms is usually divided into
two half-sets to assess the resolution by Fourier shell correlation. After
each iteration, the resulting average is filtered to the determined re-
solution and it serves as a template for the next iteration. Given that the
set of macromolecules contained in the subtomograms is homogenous,
ordered and of good image quality, the resolution should increase with
each iteration. After few iterations, usually 10–20, the algorithm will
converge.


The final resolution that can be achieved by STA is ultimately lim-
ited by four parameters: (i) the applied dose, where an increased ra-
diation alters the specimen, degrading the quality of tilt series align-
ment (Pfeffer et al., 2015a) and also damaging the molecule of interest
itself (Grant and Grigorieff, 2015; Hattne et al., 2018); (ii) the structural
homogeneity of the macromolecule because averaging inherently as-
sumes that the underlying structure is the same for all subtomograms,
which may not be the case due to conformational flexibility and dif-
ferent interactors; (iii) the amount of subtomograms, which statistically
determines the resolution that can be achieved by averaging ; (iv) the
imaging of the sample by the microscope, which depends on the
equipment (detector type and electron microscope), imaging para-
meters (magnification and defocus) and ultimately the sample itself
(thickness and molecular crowding). Some of these limitations can, at
least partially, be addressed in silico by (i) excluding the projections
corresponding to a high dose, (ii) computationally ‘purifying’ different
states of molecules (Bartesaghi et al., 2008; Förster et al., 2008), or (iv)
intricate corrections of the contrast transfer function of the microscope
that account for tilt of the sample and even the thickness of the sample
itself (Turoňová et al., 2017). Other limitations, such as (ii) structural
flexibility of assemblies or (iii) their low copy number in the cell can
only be addressed biochemically. For example, subcellular fractionation
protocols enrich specific complexes and specific buffer composition can
preferentially lock complexes in specific states. If in vitro reconstitution
in proteoliposomes is possible, this offers maximum possibility to bio-
chemically stabilize distinct states (Dodonova et al., 2015).


If all sample requirements are met, sub-nanometer resolution can be
achieved. Examples include the ribosome-bound translocon complex
(Braunger et al., 2018; Pfeffer et al., 2015a), the COPI coat (Dodonova
et al., 2017) or the HIV1 GAG protein capsid (Schur et al., 2016), which
even exceeded 4 Å resolution. Achieving subnanometer resolution is
challenging and has so far only been achieved either for large (ribo-
some) or macromolecular complexes embedded in supramolecular lat-
tices (viral and vesicular coats). In general, high molecular weight of
complexes is advantageous for STA because these provide a large
amount of signal, which is required for aligning the volumes to a
common coordinate system. While SPA increasingly addresses struc-
tures of molecules< 100 kDa, the weight of structures imaged by STA
exceeds 200 kDa in most cases because the more complex samples
studied by cryo-ET tend to be thicker, lowering the SNR of the raw data.
The bulk of structures determined by subtomogram averaging are still
in the resolution range of 1–4 nm, in most cases due to the limited copy
number of the molecule of interest in the available data.


In organello structure determination of mitochondrial complexes by
STA has so far only been attempted on the most abundant or the largest


complexes in this organelle, namely the ATP synthase (Dudkina et al.,
2010), as well as the yeast (Pfeffer et al., 2015b) and human mitor-
ibosome (Englmeier et al., 2017). For the structure determination of the
human mitoribosome, the recently developed Volta phase plate (VPP)
(Danev et al., 2014a) has been used to increase the contrast in the
crowded environment of the mitochondrial matrix in conjunction with
a 300 kV TEM and an energy filter. Analogous to a phase plate in light
microscopy, the VPP induces a phase shift of the non-scattered electron
component with respect to the scattered electron component in the
back-focal plane of the objective lens, which increases the contrast in
the tilt series (Danev and Baumeister, 2017). The energy filter removes
inelastically scattered electrons from the image, which is also an ef-
fective means to increase contrast for thicker samples (Grimm and
Baumeister, 1998).


In both human and yeast in organello mitoribosome structures
(Englmeier et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2015b), densities associated with
the small ribosomal subunit were observed, that were not present in the
structure of the isolated human mitoribosome (Amunts et al., 2015),
and only substoichiometrically in the isolated yeast mitoribosome
(Desai et al., 2017). The observation of suggest that these unidentified
factors dissociate during purification. They might represent transla-
tional regulators specifically recruiting mRNA transcripts to the ribo-
some, a concept that has been extensively studied in yeast (Herrmann
et al., 2013), but was only recently identified in humans (Richman
et al., 2016; Weraarpachai et al., 2009). This illustrates the potential of
STA to structurally characterize weak-affinity co-factors in situ. Most
importantly the membrane association of the human and yeast mitor-
ibosomes could be addressed by using STA for the in organello structure
determination (Englmeier et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al., 2015b) (Fig. 4).
The determined subtomogram averages revealed that only one contact
site mediates the membrane association of the human mitoribosome, as
opposed to two in yeast. A second contact site comprised of an rRNA
expansion segment in yeast, is missing in humans and has not been
compensated for. Despite this difference, the major contact site is
mediated by the same homolog in both species (mL45 in humans, Mba1
in yeast) that align the peptide exit tunnel with the membrane.


5.2. Classification can reveal different functional states


Most biological macromolecules are involved in dynamic cellular
pathways, which are based on dynamic molecular associations and


Fig. 4. Structures of the human and yeast mitoribosome determined in organello
by subtomogram averaging. Using cryo-ET and subtomogram averaging (STA),
the structures of the membrane-bound human and yeast mitoribosomes could
be determined from isolated mitochondria (Englmeier et al., 2017; Pfeffer et al.,
2015b). The human mitoribosome is attached to the IMM (grey) by only one-
contact site. A second contact site composed of an rRNA expansion segment
(96-ES1) that mediates membrane association in yeast is absent in humans. The
major contact site is mediated by mL45 in humans respectively its homolog
Mba1 in yeast, that aligns the peptide exit tunnel (PET, red) with the IMM.
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conformational changes. Thus, in an ensemble of subtomograms, the
particles may differ structurally, for example due to the presence or
absence of cofactors or to conformational switching. However, the
concept of subtomogram averaging inherently roots in the underlying
structures being identical. Classification approaches aim to disentangle
such structural heterogeneity and to sort subtomograms into structu-
rally homogeneous bins or ‘classes’. This ‘in silico purification’ increases
the resolution and also provides insights into the relative abundance of
different states under specific conditions.


For example, the different assembly states of the 26S proteasome as
well as its two main conformations could be mapped in neurons using
subtomogram averaging in conjunction with classification (Asano et al.,
2015; Guo et al., 2018). In unstressed neurons, most 26S proteasomes
somewhat surprisingly have only one regulatory particle bound while
only a minority exhibits two regulatory particles. In cells with polyQ
aggregates, this ratio inverts, suggesting that increasing the number of
regulatory particles is an efficient means to increase degradation ca-
pacity (Guo et al., 2018). Apart from disentangling different con-
formations, classification software is also commonly used to filter out
false-positive matches resulting from the template matching procedure.


In its simplest form, classification algorithms assume that the sub-
tomogram alignment to a structure is independent of the classification.
The aligned subtomograms can then be grouped based on data com-
pression by principal component analysis and subsequent clustering
(Bartesaghi et al., 2008; Förster et al., 2008). Computationally more
demanding approaches simultaneously align and classify the sub-
tomograms (Bharat and Scheres, 2016; Chen et al., 2014).


The classification of subtomograms is usually performed after an
initial subtomogram alignment. Depending on the biological question,
the classification can be focused on a local mask highlighting a specific
feature, or global. Often, sequential classification steps are applied in a
hierarchical scheme. A common approach for the mitoribosome is to
first use a spherical mask, encompassing the whole molecule, to filter
out false-positives, followed by a local mask focusing on the membrane
to separate membrane-bound from soluble ribosomes (Englmeier et al.,
2017; Pfeffer et al., 2015a). Subsequently, a mask focusing on the small
ribosomal subunit is used to separate completely assembled mitoribo-
somes from large ribosomal subunits.


For both human and yeast mitoribosomes, more than 90% of all
particles were found to be fully assembled, as opposed to large subunits
only. Recent mitoribosomal biogenesis studies suggest that the as-
sembly of the yeast large mitoribosomal subunit occurs in the context of
the membrane (Zeng et al., 2018), and mitoribosomal proteins integrate
rapidly into the mitoribosome in the mid and late stages of human
mitoribosome assembly (Bogenhagen et al., 2018). The inferred kinetics
of mitoribosome assembly might explain the high abundance of fully
assembled mitoribosomes. By combining classification with the dis-
tribution analysis, cryo-ET could thus potentially be used to identify
mitoribosomal assembly states in organello and address questions con-
cerning mitoribosome biogenesis.


6. Outlook


The cryo-EM field has witnessed a quantum leap in the past 5 years,
mostly triggered by the advent of new direct electron detectors. This
development has been most prominent in SPA, which has undergone a
Nobel-prize awarded ‘resolution revolution’ making atomic structure
determination of purified macromolecular complexes almost routine
(Kühlbrandt, 2014). The distinguishing feature of cryo-ET is that this
imaging modality does not require biochemical purification of the
macromolecule of interest, allowing its structural analysis in its native
or close-to-native environment. Thus, cryo-ET can provide structural
information on biological context of macromolecules.


By determining the structure of the HIV GAG polyprotein at beyond
4 Å resolution, Schur et al. (2016) showed that atomic structures can
also be determined by cryo-ET in conjunction with subtomogram


averaging (STA) – if particle numbers are comparable to SPA studies.
Such large numbers of particles are rare in cryo-ET because each par-
ticle has to be imaged from different angles, which increases the re-
quirement for expensive microscopy time, and the limited abundance of
many molecules of interest in their physiological settings. Ultimately,
the promise of studying molecules in their native environments will be
worth the perils – and the associated costs of microscopy time and
further required developments.


Data throughput is a major bottleneck for the application of struc-
tural cryo-ET. For example, the subnanometer resolution study of the
ribosome-bound translocon complex (Pfeffer et al., 2015a) based on
more than 200 tomograms collected over ∼10 days, which is a critical
cost factor. Thus, further efforts to accelerate automated data collection
will be crucial, analogous to SPA (Cheng et al., 2018, 2016). Further-
more, phase plates such as the VPP (Danev et al., 2014) enhance the
amount of signal retrieved per tomogram, in particular in the crowded
environment of the cell, and their future routine use will help making
most efficient use of available microscopy time.


Another important aspect is data processing. On-the-fly processing,
including tilt series alignment and tomogram reconstruction, would
strongly increase the throughput and allow for interactive data acqui-
sition directly based on reconstructed tomograms. Already now, the
acquisition time per tomogram (∼40min) considerably exceeds the
accumulated processing time for tilt series alignment, tomogram re-
construction and template matching that is technically achievable by
the use of computational clusters or GPU processing. The latter sub-
stantially accelerated SPA data processing (Kimanius et al., 2016;
Punjani et al., 2017; Zhang, 2016). Approaches towards fast and au-
tomated cryo-ET data processing have been made (Chen et al., 2017;
Himes et al., 2017; Mastronarde and Held, 2017), but so far there is no
stand-alone software solution covering the whole workflow.


Arguably the most important development is to further expand the
accessible context of molecules, i.e., to apply cryo-ET to a broad variety
of macromolecules in their native environments. The physical con-
straint of sample thickness of few hundred nm puts emphasis on sui-
table preparation techniques. Cryo-FIB milling in conjunction with
plunge freezing allows applying cryo-ET to many cultured cells, such as
HeLa cells (Mahamid et al., 2016). Samples that exceed few μm in
diameter cannot be cooled sufficiently fast by plunge freezing to
achieve vitrification. Nevertheless, high-pressure freezing allows cryo-
immobilization without formation of ice crystals for tissue, greatly ex-
panding the scope of cryo-ET (Mahamid et al., 2015). Technical de-
velopments like the lift-out of lamellae created by cryo-FIB allow
imaging a wide variety of high-pressure frozen biological samples using
cryo-ET (Smith et al., 2017).


For all these preparative approaches, it will be crucial to correlate
them with light microscopy. The ultimate goal will be to study a sample
with 3D super-accuracy light microscopy under cryo conditions in the
same instrument for targeted FIB milling, and possibly eventually also
highest resolution cryo-TEM imaging. Some of these developments are
under way, paving the way for a new era of structural biology in the
native context. In particular, the still enigmatic mitochondrion with its
own genome may provide a number of exciting discoveries.
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A B S T R A C T


Volume microscopy has become an important method in cellular biology. In contrast to tedious serial sectioning
volumes can now far more conveniently be obtained with serial-block face and focussed ion beam scanning
electron microscopy. Serial-block face scanning electron microscopy is the instrument of choice for large vo-
lumes whereas focussed ion beam scanning electron microscopy has its merits in high voxel resolution. These
aspects are discussed along with some specific applications of a focussed ion beam scanning electron microscope.


1. Introduction


The first experiments with focussed ion beams (FIB) were done in
the early seventies of the last millennium. Seliger and Fleming (1974)
used a boron ion beam for microfabrication to create high-resolution
implantation of dopants into silicon. They were also experimenting
with helium beams that, at 60 keV acceleration voltage, could be fo-
cussed to a spot size of 3.5 μm. Several liquid metals, caesium, mercury
and gallium, were tested and gallium proved to be the best in terms of
brightness (Krohn and Ringo, 1975) with a beam diameter of 15 μm.
With further technical developments the diameter could be reduced to
100 nm (Seliger et al., 1979) and 10 nm (Orloff and Sudraud, 1985).


Firstly, the focussed ion beam instruments were used in the micro-
electronics fabrication (Hamadeh et al., 1985; Heard et al., 1985;
Melngailis, 1987) and lamella preparation for failure analysis by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Giannuzzi et al., 1998;
Ishitani and Yaguchi, 1996; McGuinness, 2003; Overwijk et al., 1993)
reviewed in (Giannuzzi and Stevie, 1999; Sugiyama and Sigesato,
2004). After the introduction of dual beam instruments, attaching an
ion beam column to a scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM), the ion
beam milling could directly be observed and validated by electron
imaging, which opened the door for controlled micromachining and
FIB-SEM tomography (Yonehara et al., 1989) to be applied to biological
specimens.


For the first applications in biology the FIB-SEM was used with the
same technology as developed for material science, namely to prepare
TEM lamella from material that was too difficult to cut with diamonds
knives, such as titanium implants (Giannuzzi et al., 2007) or dentin
(Nalla et al., 2005). A modern version of the same thoughts is the


preparation of TEM lamella from cryofixed biological samples for cryo-
electron tomography (Hayles et al., 2010; Marko et al., 2006;
Parmenter et al., 2016; Rigort et al., 2010; Rubino et al., 2012).


The application of the focussed ion beam to cut cells open allowed
side-directed analysis of intracellular structures (Drobne et al., 2004,
2005) and cell-substrate interactions (Greve et al., 2007). The major
leap forward in biological applications of FIB-SEM technology, how-
ever, was sparked by the need to analyse cellular components and cell-
cell interactions in three-dimensions, the dawn of modern volume mi-
croscopy.


2. Volume microscopy


Our world is three-dimensional (Abbott, 1884) and our under-
standing of interactions is based on three-dimensional viewing. Today
there are two principle techniques to access three-dimensional data by
electron microscopy: a) collecting serial sections and image them in-
dividually; and b) repeatedly removing material from the surface of a
resin block and image the block surface. In the first case the sections are
still present and can be reanalysed multiple times and in the second
case the sections are lost but the process of cutting and imaging is fully
automated.


2.1. Serial section tomography


The biological object under investigation is prepared for electron
microscopy and embedded in a resin. Now, serial sections are cut and
mounted on single slot electron microscopy grids (Porter and Blum,
1953; Sjöstrand, 1958; Ward et al., 1975; Williams and Kallman, 1955)
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for TEM analysis. Extreme care has to be taken that the section ribbons
are straight and no sections are lost during sectioning and mounting. In
addition the grids need to be well ordered and no grid may be damaged
or lost. White et al. excelled in the ground-breaking work of re-
constructing the complete nervous system of the nematode Cae-
norhabditis elegans published on 340 pages (White et al., 1986).


In attempts to analyse a complete brain the Harvard group of
Professor Lichtman developed a serial section collector (Hayworth
et al., 2014; Kasthuri et al., 2015; Mikula et al., 2015) that auto-
matically collects the individual sections as they are cut onto a Kapton
tape. The device can collect sections for many days with little or
without human interaction needed. The tapes with the collected sec-
tions are mounted on a wafer and analysed in a scanning electron mi-
croscope using adapted software, e.g., WaferMapper (Hayworth et al.,
2014). There are also commercial software packages available, e.g.,
array tomography system and SEM Supporter for JEOL microscopes
(JEOL LTD, and System in Frontier Inc., Japan), MAPS 3 (ThermoFisher
Scientific) and Atlas 5 Array Tomography software (Carl Zeiss Micro-
scopy) (Bullen, 2018).


For three-dimensional analysis of fewer sections and most im-
portantly to allow for immuno-fluorescence labelling Micheva and
Smith (Micheva et al., 2010; Micheva and Smith, 2007) collected serial
sections on a glass slide a method they call array tomography. The
sections can be labelled with a large set of primary antibodies during
several rounds of labelling and stripping (Micheva et al., 2010; Micheva
and Smith, 2007) and differently coloured fluorescent antibodies to
identify cells and structures within brain tissue by fluorescence light
microscopy. Then the sections are stained with heavy metals and im-
aged by scanning electron microscopy. The result is a 3D volume of
high resolution cellular structures along with the corresponding vo-
lumes of fluorescence data. To ease the collection of the sections from
the diamond knife special knives and devices have been made (Burel
et al., 2018; Horstmann et al., 2012; Wacker et al., 2016). Burel et al.
(2018) also developed a novel screening strategy to fast and efficiently
find the area of interest in a whole model organism, e.g., Caenorhabditis
elegans. For serial sections the Z-resolution is determined by the section
thickness. This limit can to a certain extend be remedied by multienergy
deconvolution (Lich et al., 2018).


2.2. Serial block-face tomography


Serial sections have a few drawbacks. They are not fully identical as
they suffer variable compression during sectioning and the risk of folds
during pickup. In addition the relation to each other is not only
translational but has also a rotational component that makes stacking
and aligning challenging. To reduce these inconveniences the resin
block containing the tissue of interest is solidly fixed on the stage of a
scanning electron microscope and the surface is imaged using back-
scattered electrons (Denk and Horstmann, 2004) or secondary electrons
(Villinger et al., 2012). Block-face imaging is not affected by com-
pression and the sequence of images is only shifted in X,Y. Of course no
technique without its limitation, images can suffer from debris falling
back onto the section surface, charging and beam damage. There are
two approaches for block-face imaging, a layer of resin from the block
for the next image can be removed either with a diamond knife, serial
block-face scanning electron microscopy (SBF-SEM) (Denk and
Horstmann, 2004; Leighton, 1981) or with an ion beam (FIB-SEM)
(Heymann et al., 2006; Knott et al., 2008).


The different methods of volume microscopy are not in competition
with each other but complementary. Serial sections analysed by TEM
can be big, millimetres, with a section thickness, Z-resolution, of about
50 nm, and TEM imaging is fast and provides a resolution in the range
of 1 nm. The Z resolution can be improved to about 2 nm with trans-
mission electron tomography (Marsh et al., 2001; Noske et al., 2008).
To collect the serial sections on a support for imaging in a SEM is easier
and less prone to loss of sections. The section size can also be in


millimetres but the X,Y resolution is less than for TEM images and the
speed of image acquisition is slow. The size of the block for SBF-SEM is
a few hundreds of micrometers with a section thickness of 25–50 nm,
whereas the section size of a FIB-SEM sample is tenths of micrometres
but the section can be as thin as 3 nm making a voxel size of
3× 3×3 nm3 possible (for a review of the properties of the different
applications please refer to Titze and Genoud, 2016). As a unique fea-
ture of FIB tomography the surface of an embedded sample can be in-
spected with the electron beam either in the SE or BSE mode and the
tomograms can be collected at various sites of interest (Hekking et al.,
2009).


3. FIB-SEM tomography


3.1. Instrument


Today all electron microscope manufacturer have a scanning elec-
tron microscope with an attached ion beam column. Usually, the
electron beam coincides with the ion beam at a specific working dis-
tance (e.g., at 4 mm for the Helios 650, FEI Company, Eindhoven, The
Netherlands) and with an inclination of 52°–55° depending on the
manufacturer. This geometry causes distortion by shortening the Y-axis,
by the cosine of the inclination angle, and needs dynamic focussing of
the electron beam due to the varying working distance from top to
bottom of the imaging area. Therefore a situation where images can be
acquired normal to the block surface would be preferred.


One option is to change the stage angle and working distance, for
higher resolution imaging, while performing tomography. Our system,
the Helios 650, allows to tilt the stage to 52° for milling at the coin-
cidence working distance, then to go to zero tilt and move the stage up
to 1mm–2mm working distance for high resolution imaging, then
going back into the milling position (Kizilyaprak et al., 2015, 2018).
Though this constant movement seems time consuming and prone to
errors, the stage movement is so precise and the alignment algorithm so
robust that most of the acquisition time is used to record the image.


An other option is to mount the ion gun at 90° to the electron beam.
This idea has led to the Hitachi NX9000 L-Shape FIB-SEM (Hitachi
High-Technologies Corporation, Hitachinaka-shi, Japan) with a fixed
working distance of 4mm (Oi et al., 2017) and to a custom made hybrid
instrument with a working distance of less than 3mm (Feiss! Xu et al.,
2017).


4. Sample preparation for volume microscopy


To the great astonishment volume microscopy has brought sample
preparation back to the beginning of biological electron microscopy.
The main reasons may be twofold:


a) For high-throughput imaging in an SEM the biological samples
needs a strong contrast;


b) Following a ‘standard, classical’ preparation scheme is less time
consuming.


In general, the sample is pre-fixed with aldehydes, mixtures of
formaldehyde and glutaraldehyde or glutaraldehyde only. Then it is
treated with osmium tetroxide or with a mixture of osmium tetroxide
and potassium ferri or ferro cyanide (De Bruijn, 1973; De Bruijn and
den Breejen, 1975). Most of the users add a step with thiocarbohy-
drazide (Kurzer and Wilkinson, 1970; Seligman et al., 1966) that binds
to osmium tetroxide and can take up more osmium from an additional
step of osmium tetroxide treatment. To further load the sample with
heavy metals the lead aspartate staining protocol of Walton is applied
(1979) before the sample is dehydrated and embedded in epoxy resin
(Briggman et al., 2011; Hua et al., 2015; Tapia et al., 2012; Thai et al.,
2016; Wilke et al., 2013). Please note that the concentrations of the
reagents and incubation time and temperature may change for each
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protocol.
These protocols result in excellently stained membranes especially


of neural tissue allowing for (semi)automatic segmenting to study the
connectome (Cardona et al., 2012; Hayworth et al., 2015; Helmstaedter
et al., 2011; Kasthuri et al., 2015; Kreshuk et al., 2015; Mikula et al.,
2012; Mikula and Denk, 2015).


Regarding the retention of the cellular ultrastructure, however,
some concerns are arising. Osmium tetroxide is considered to act as a
protease and to reduce the cellular fine structure (Behrman, 1984;
Maupin-Szamier and Pollard, 1978). Used to the extreme, osmium
maceration (Riva et al., 1999; Tanaka and Mitsushima, 1984), the se-
lectively removing of soluble proteins with osmium tetroxide, gives
insight in the 3D organisation of intracellular membranes and orga-
nelles by scanning electron microscopy (Koga et al., 2017). For more
information on chemical fixation please refer to Humbel et al. (2018)
and the references therein.


To better preserve the cellular ultrastructure in a life-like state and
to get reliable 3D preservation and measurements of membranes,
methods based on cryofixation are inevitable (Hess, 2003; Humbel and
Schwarz, 1989; McDonald, 1999; McDonald and Morphew, 1993;
Robards and Sleytr, 1985; Schwarz et al., 1993). In volume microscopy,
however, only a few communications using cryo-fixation and freeze-
substitutions can be found (Heimerl et al., 2017; Kizilyaprak et al.,
2018; Lucas et al., 2012; Lütz-Meindl et al., 2016; Otsuka et al., 2018;
Reagan et al., 2018; Villinger et al., 2012).


The optimal approach, however, is to cryofix the biological object
and apply FIB-SEM tomography to the frozen-hydrated sample (Orlov
et al., 2015; Schertel et al., 2013; Vidavsky et al., 2016). More interest,
however, is given to the preparation of cryo-lamella for cryo-tomo-
graphy (Hayles et al., 2010; Marko et al., 2006, 2007; Rigort et al.,
2010) as CEMOVIS, cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous sections (Al-
Amoudi et al., 2004a, b), is prone to compression artefacts and cre-
vasses (Al-Amoudi et al., 2005), which limits its application to cryo-
electron tomography. Cells grown on a microscopy grid are cryo-fixed
by plunge-freezing. In the FIB-SEM the area of interest of the cell is
thinned to a thickness that permits cryo-electron tomography. This
method has been refined (Mahamid et al., 2016; Schaffer et al., 2015,
2017; Wagner et al., 2017) and even a specialised FIB-SEM was de-
signed for this application (Aquilos, ThermoFischer Scientific). Though
very potent this method has not yet become routine and remains in the
realm of highly specialised labs. Another approach to prepare a lamella
from a frozen sample is the adaption of the room temperature method
for semi-conductor analysis. Here instead of platinum water is used as
‘glue’ for the transfer of the lamella from the sample to the microscope
grid (Parmenter et al., 2016; Rubino et al., 2012).


5. Examples


5.1. Chemical fixation


To prepare a variety of tissue, liver, muscle, retina, roots, and also
for cell-culture cells we fix with 2.5% glutaraldehyde and then for 2 h
with a mixture of 2% osmium tetroxide and 1.5% potassium ferricya-
nide (De Bruijn, 1973) in 100mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). To reduce
the charging effects FIB-SEM tomography and to enhance contrast the
chemical fixation is followed by an 1 h en bloc staining and fixation with
2% aqueous uranyl acetate (Ryter et al., 1958; Strugger, 1956).
Thereafter the samples are dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol or
acetone and embedded in Hard Plus resin-812 (RT 14115, Electron
Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, USA) as this resin is more stable in the
electron beam compared to other products (Fig. 1, Kizilyaprak et al.,
2015).


5.2. Cryo-fixation


The samples were cryofixed with a Compact 2 (Engineering Office


M. Wohlwend GmbH, Sennwald, Switzerland) or Bal-Tec HPM010
(Abra Fluid AG, Widnau, Switzerland) high-pressure freezer and freeze-
substituted (AFS2, Leica Microsystems, Vienna, Austria) at −90 °C for
24 h in anhydrous acetone containing 2% osmium tetroxide and 2.5%
water (Walther and Ziegler, 2002). Then the samples were warmed,
5 °C per hour to −60 °C and kept there for 8 h and again warming up to
−30 °C for another 8 h. After three changes with dry acetone the
samples were embedded in Hard Plus resin-812 or Epon (Figs. 2 and 3).


Fig. 1. Mouse liver tissue was chemically fixed as described above and em-
bedded in Hard Plus resin. 3 nm sections were cut with a gallium ion beam at
30 keV and 0.79 nA. Imaging with the electron beam was done at 2 keV, 800 pA,
2.5 mm working distance, 5 μs dwell time, 4096× 3536 pixel frame size, with
an horizontal field of view corresponding to 10 μm and a pixel size of 2.5 nm
using the in-column detector and the immersion-lens mode of a Helios 650 FIB-
SEM. Bar represents 5 μm.


Fig. 2. Mouse liver tissue was cryo-fixed by high-pressure freezing and freeze-
substituted as described above and embedded in Hard Plus resin. 5 nm sections
were cut with a gallium ion beam at 30 keV and 0.79 nA. Imaging with the
electron beam was done at 2 keV, 800 pA, 2.5 mm working distance, 5 μs dwell
time, 4096× 3536 pixel frame size, with an horizontal field of view corre-
sponding to 14.4 μm and a pixel size of 3.5 nm using the in-column detector and
the immersion-lens mode of a Helios 650 FIB-SEM. See movie S1. Bar represents
5 μm.
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5.3. Imaging conditions on Helios Nano Lab 650


For FIB tomography the samples were mounted on a 45° pre-tilted
SEM stub and prepared to allow for imaging perpendicular to the
electron beam as described in details (Kizilyaprak et al., 2014) and
explained in a movie (Kizilyaprak et al., 2015). Before the transfer to
the FIB-SEM the sample was coated with a layer of 30 nm platinum in a
sputter-coater. For the protection of the milling surface a carbon layer
of 1.5 μm was added using ion deposition with 2.5 nA. Cutting of
3–20 nm sections was done with the ion beam at 30 keV with 0.79 nA
and imaging was done with the electron beam of 2 keV, 800 pA,
2–3mm working distance, a frame size of 6144×4096 pixel or
4096×3536 pixels at a pixel size of 3–10 nm with a dwell time of 3 μs
or 5 μs using the in-column detector and the immersion lens mode. The
recording time for 1 image was about 7min.


For stacking and aligning of the images and modelling we use the
IMOD software developed and maintained by David Mastronarde,
University of Colorado, Boulder, USA (Kremer et al., 1996).


6. Summary


FIB-SEM tomography is best suited for small objects and provides
the highest Z-resolution of the volume microscopy methods. The vo-
lumes can be in the range of 50× 50×50 μm3 and the voxel resolution
5×5×5 nm3. Most of the time, however the section thickness will be
in the range of 10 nm. In the beginning FIB-SEM tomography was ap-
plied to neurobiology (Knott et al., 2008), however, the large size of
brain tissue and the large volumes needed to faithfully study the con-
nectome makes serial block-face scanning electron microscopy and
array tomography the preferred method. FIB-SEM tomography has its
value in analysing smaller objects like bacteria (Berleman et al., 2016;
Heimerl et al., 2017; Leão et al., 2017), parasites (Martins-Duarte et al.,
2016) and cells or cell organelles and membrane interactions (Oi et al.,
2017; Otsuka et al., 2018; Reagan et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2017; Yamane
et al., 2018) at high voxel resolution. Further, FIB-SEM tomography is
the instrument of choice for site directed volume analysis (Hekking
et al., 2009).


To optimally profit from the high spatial resolution of FIB-SEM to-
mography there needs to be more focus on sample preparation. Only
preparation methods based on cryo-fixation can retain structural in-
formation below 2 nm–3 nm and can faithfully visualise membrane
interactions. Further, new segmentation algorithms that can fully au-
tomatically segment cellular components must be developed. The better
the ultrastructure is preserved the more difficult automated segmen-
tations becomes, because the reduced extraction of macromolecules
results in much more grey values. Presently however, the big future of
the FIB-SEM is cryo-lamella preparation for in situ molecular imaging
by cryo-electron tomography.
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A B S T R A C T


Labeling of specific molecules for electron microscopy provides an extremely powerful tool to investigate sub-
cellular distribution of proteins, lipids and sugars with resolution of a few nanometers. Moreover, this tech-
nology offers a unique opportunity to see how the pattern of these molecules changes in different physiological
or pathological conditions. Pre-embedding labeling evolved as one of the easiest method for molecule detection
in electron microscopy. It was named “pre-embedding” because the procedure involves a labeling step before the
embedding of the specimen in the resin, its subsequent sectioning and analysis of sections under the electron
microscope. Here we review different strategies and technical tips of the pre-embedding procedure, the potential
of this method for detection and quantification of molecular components at the ultrastructural level, and the
integration of the pre-embedding approach with rapidly developing light and electron microscopy technologies.


1. Introduction


Scientific researchers in the 21 st century should consider them-
selves extremely fortunate. Significant breakthroughs in a wide range of
important biological questions have been achieved through the devel-
opment of a vast number of revolutionary techniques such as GFP
video-imaging, genome editing and next generation sequencing.
Importantly, the combination of traditional and innovative methods
enables researchers to choose the optimal strategy to address particular
aspects of cell biology. Here, we describe one such traditional method,
which allows a user to track a molecule of interest within the high-
resolution structural context offered by electron microscopy (EM). This
method is called pre-embedding immuno-EM (from hereon “pre-em-
bedding”) because the immuno-labeling precedes other steps of the EM
procedure (Fig. 1) such as specimen embedding in resin, sectioning and
ultrastructural analysis under the electron microscope (Baschong and
Stierhof, 1998; Humbel et al., 1998; Oliver, 1999).


Of the different EM techniques, pre-embedding is one of the easiest
and quickest. It offers a number of advantages over other immuno-EM
techniques. First, the labeling step of pre-embedding is almost identical
to immunofluorescence staining and does not require any particular
skill (Baschong and Stierhof, 1998; Humbel et al., 1998; Polishchuk and
Polishchuk, 2013; Polishchuk et al., 2012). Second, pre-embedding can
be done with minimal basic EM equipment and does not require specific


low temperature devices that are needed for a number of other im-
muno-EM methods (Brown et al., 2009; Polishchuk and Polishchuk,
2013; Polishchuk et al., 2012). Third, pre-embedding images look like
familiar standard EM pictures with the addition of electron dense la-
beling over the structures of interest. This happens because the pre-
embedding protocol involves standard an OsO4 post-fixation step,
which gives high contrast to the membranes, similarly to conventional
EM images (Baschong and Stierhof, 1998; Humbel et al., 1998; Oliver,
1999; Polishchuk and Polishchuk, 2013; Polishchuk et al., 2012).


Like other EM methods, pre-embedding has to deal with a com-
promise between ultrastructural preservation and antigen availability
for immuno-labeling. Ultrastructural preservation is achieved by the
addition of low amounts of glutaraldehyde to the fixative.
Unfortunately, glutaraldehyde destroys the antigenicity of some pro-
teins even at minimal concentrations (Griffiths et al., 1993; Humbel
et al., 1998). However, any antigen that maintains its reactivity after
the application of EM-specific fixative for pre-embedding can be de-
tected in association with well-preserved subcellular structures
(Griffiths et al., 1993; Humbel et al., 1998). Moreover, pre-embedding
labeling still offers better accessibility and preservation of antigens
compared to post-embedding method, which allows only a very limited
number of antigen sights to be exposed to antibody at the surface of
plastic section (Baschong and Stierhof, 1998; Melo et al., 2014). As a
consequence, only very abundant and stable proteins can be detected
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with post-embedding strategy (Baschong and Stierhof, 1998; Melo
et al., 2014), while pre-embedding does not impose this limitation. It is
important to note that the success of pre-embedding also depends on
the use of appropriate secondary antibodies. Antibody penetration to
the structures in the cell interior needs to be facilitated by permeabi-
lizing cells or tissues with detergents (see below).


Even though 12–15 nm membrane pores are created during per-
meabilization, some traditional secondary antibodies conjugated with
HRP or gold particles of 5–15 nm are still too big to pass through the
fixed meshwork of cytoplasmic structures. Therefore, to ensure free
penetration into the cell, Fab fragments of secondary antibodies have
been combined with either HRP (Brown et al., 1984; Brown and
Farquhar, 1984) or ultrasmall (1.4 nm) gold particles (Hainfeld and
Furuya, 1992) to ensure the success of the pre-embedding technique.
Indeed, 1.4 nm gold particles conjugated only with the Fab fragment of
IgG are currently the most popular and widely used option in pre-em-
bedding, thus significantly optimizing labeling efficiency and


specificity.
The pre-embedding technique includes a group of strategies each


designed for the optimal detection of the antigen of interest. Here, we
will make a short excursion into the history of these techniques, try to
underscore their advantages and caveats, and share critical know-how
that may help to successfully apply pre-embedding in your research.
Finally, we will discuss how pre-embedding could be combined with
novel advanced EM technologies such as correlative-light electron mi-
croscopy (CLEM) or Focused-Ion Beam-Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FIB-SEM). Number of emerging pre-embedding procedures exploits
specific tags such as APEX2, methallotionein and mini-SOG, but those
will be not presented because out of the scope of this review and they
have been discussed elsewhere in great details (Martell et al., 2012;
Risco et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2017; Shu et al., 2011).


2. HRP-based pre-embedding


HRP-based labeling represents the oldest pre-embedding approach.
It is based on the ability of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) to generate
free oxygen radicals during H2O2 hydrolysis. These radicals oxidize the
chromogenic substrate 3,3 diaminobenzidine (DAB) into an electron-
dense product that can be easily detected under the electron micro-
scope. Several decades ago, this property of HRP was used to observe
HRP internalization in cells and tissues and, hence, to reveal the or-
ganization and dynamics of endocytic compartments (Steinman et al.,
1974).


Later, two strategies were developed to use HRP for pre-embedding
labeling. The first strategy is based on the detection of endogenous
proteins of interest using the Fab fragment of a secondary antibody
conjugated with HRP (Brown et al., 1984; Brown and Farquhar, 1984).
The second strategy requires the engineering of a DNA construct that
combines the protein of interest with the HRP tag (Connolly et al.,
1994; Stinchcombe et al., 1995). The latter approach is particularly
useful when the antigenicity of the endogenous protein is easily com-
promised by glutaraldehyde during cell/tissue fixation. Regardless of
which strategy is used, the outcome of HRP/DAB method is the same
and consists in the generation of a dark precipitate in the compartment
where the protein of interest is located (see examples in Fig. 2).


HRP-based pre-embedding is especially effective for the detection of
proteins residing in membrane-enclosed compartments. For this reason
it was widely used in the membrane trafficking field to reveal the dy-
namics of proteins, compartments and entire organelles in the secretory
and endocytic pathways. This immuno-HRP approach was employed in
several pioneering papers to reveal the localization and trafficking of
endogenous mannose-6 phosphate receptor in different cells and tissues
(Brown et al., 1984; Brown and Farquhar, 1984) and to define the in-
tracellular routes of several viral proteins (Kuismanen et al., 1982;
Saraste and Kuismanen, 1984). Later, it helped to characterize the
compartmentalization of glycosylation enzymes in the Golgi apparatus
(Kweon et al., 2004) as well as their fate in mitosis (Zaal et al., 1999)
and upon microtubule disassembly (Polishchuk et al., 1999). In addi-
tion, the nature of post-Golgi carriers and the mechanism of export of
constitutive cargo proteins from the TGN were defined with extensive
use of the HRP/DAB technique (Polishchuk et al., 2003, 2000). The
generation of HRP-tagged constructs significantly expanded the appli-
cations of the pre-embedding approach. For example, it helped to
follow the trafficking of soluble and trans-membrane proteins to and
from the Golgi (Connolly et al., 1994; Stinchcombe et al., 1995) and to
understand the mechanisms of de novo Golgi biogenesis (Jollivet et al.,
2007).


Alternatively, several HRP-conjugated ligands can be used instead
of antibodies to label proteins, lipids, sugars or even specific compart-
ments/pathways of interest. HRP-tagged lectins have been widely used
for this purpose (Pavelka et al., 1998; Ranftler et al., 2013). Lectins
represent ligands that bind carbohydrates specifically at cellular
membranes, so they can be easily internalized by receptor-mediated


Fig. 1. Schematic workflow of pre-embedding labeling procedure.
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endocytosis. Thus, their trafficking and localization can be tracked
within the cell. For example, wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) lectin la-
beled with HRP was widely used to show the connection of endocytic
compartments with the trans-Golgi network (TGN), thus underlying an
important role in maintenance of secretory and endocytic pathways
(Pavelka et al., 1998). Another lectin, Helix Pomatia, conjugated with
HRP was first used to demonstrate its preferential binding to alpha-N-
acetyl-D-galactosamine (GalNAc) residues and its favored localization to
the cis-Golgi compartment (Pavelka and Ellinger, 1985). The Helix Po-
matia lectin then became one of the specific tools for recognizing
GalNAc residues and the cis-part of the Golgi complex both in im-
munofluorescence and electron microscopy studies (Pavelka and
Ellinger, 1985; Ripley and Bienkowski, 1997). Specific probes also
allow lipids to be tracked by EM. HRP-conjugated shiga and cholera
toxins have been widely employed for EM studies (Sandvig et al., 1989;
Torgersen et al., 2001) and can be used for the specific detection of
different glycosphingolipids (Gb3 and GM, respectively). Finally, HRP-
conjugated protein ligands like transferrin (Tfn) or EGF help to study
the localization and trafficking of their respective receptor by EM. In-
deed, several trafficking events in early and late segments of endocytic
pathways were revealed using Tfn-HRP or EGF-HRP probes (Dunn
et al., 1986; Futter et al., 1995).


Despite its effectiveness, the HRP-based pre-embedding approach
has a number of limitations. The DAB oxidation reaction requires rig-
orous control by the researcher using a conventional bright-field light
microscope (Griffiths et al., 1993; Humbel et al., 1998). The reaction
starts when the HRP enzyme breaks down H2O2 into water and free
oxygen that oxidizes DAB leading to the formation of the insoluble
electron-dense DAB precipitate that is easily visualized by both light
and electron microscopes. Considering that immuno-peroxidase is
mainly used for antigens residing in membrane-enclosed compart-
ments, accurate control of the HRP/DAB reaction is needed to prevent
swelling of organelles and lеаkage of oxidized DAB from their lumen
(Griffiths et al., 1993; Humbel et al., 1998). Although manufactures
advise the development of the DAB precipitate in the dark, our ex-
perience suggests that it is necessary to observe the specimens under
the bright-field microscope. Unfortunately, the time of the reaction can


vary even if the same conditions are used, so the reaction should be
blocked as soon as the cells start to show a brownish signal in the area
where protein of interest is located. In this context, the staining of a
cytosolic protein or cytosolic domains of membrane proteins is not re-
commended using the immuno-peroxidase method because it fre-
quently results in extensive diffusion of the electron-dense product from
the location of the HRP-driven chemical reaction (Polishchuk et al.,
2000). A tremendous technical effort was made to show that only HRP-
conjugated Fab-fragments are small enough to diffuse towards antigens
that are deeply buried in the dense cytoplasmic meshwork (Brown
et al., 1984; Brown and Farquhar, 1984). Unfortunately, for some years,
reliable secondary antibodies conjugated with HRP have not been
available on the market, thus limiting the application of this method for
the detection of new proteins. At the moment, the main use of HRP pre-
embedding can be recommended for stable cell lines expressing a
protein of interest conjugated with HRP. A recent paper showed that
HRP-tagged sialyltransferase (ST-HRP) can be used as a reliable tool for
the EM study of Golgi disassembly during mitosis (Guizzunti and
Seemann, 2016). To make their work easier, the authors created a
stable ST-HRP human fibroblast SV589 cell line under the control of a
doxycycline-inducible promoter, which allows to regulate expression
levels of ST-HRP to optimize it detection with DAB (Guizzunti and
Seemann, 2016). Another serious limitation of the HRP-based pre-em-
bedding approach is its poor suitability for quantification. Although the
local densities of DAB deposition can be quantified with some modern
imaging technologies, the variability and heterogeneity of the DAB
signal frequently discourages microscopists from applying/developing
reliable tools for its quantification.


These limitations in the use of HRP for pre-embedding have been
circumvented recently by the development of ‘APEX’, a genetically
encoded monomeric peroxidase that is active in all cellular compart-
ments. APEX remains catalytically active even after strong EM fixation
and gives excellent ultrastructural preservation. It effectiveness for
high-resolution EM imaging was demonstrated for a variety of orga-
nelles and even cytosolic proteins such as vimentin (Martell et al.,
2012). It thus represents a very promising tool for further development
of HRP-based pre-embedding EM.


Fig. 2. Examples of labeling with the HRP-
based pre-embedding protocol.
A. Normal rat kidney (NRK) cells were labeled
with Helix Pomatia lectin conjugated with HRP
(HPA-HRP). HPA-HRP specifically stains the cis
part of the Golgi complex that is recognizable
in EM pictures as a perforated cisterna called a
“cis-element” (arrow). Additional labeling of
HPA-HRP was also found in vesicular-tubular
clusters (VTC, arrowhead) operating in ER-to-
Golgi transport. B. NRK cells were labeled with
an antibody against a medial-Golgi marker,
Manosidase II (Man II), according to the im-
muno-peroxidase protocol. Man II localized
preferentially in the medial-Golgi cisterna
(arrow). C. MDCK cells were transfected with a
TGN marker, TGN38-HRP, and the DAB pre-
cipitate was obtained directly through the
HRP/DAB reaction without incubation of the
cells with antibodies. D. HeLa cells transfected
with soluble secreted HRP (ss-HRP) show DAB
precipitates corresponding to ss-HRP in all
Golgi cisternae. Scale bars: 100 nm (A, B, D),
180 nm (C).
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3. Immuno-gold pre-embedding


In contrast to the HRP approach, immuno-gold labeling generates
signals with discrete electron dense particles that can be easily quan-
tified in EM images. Therefore, gold-conjugated reagents have been
widely explored for the development of pre-embedding labeling pro-
tocols (Griffiths et al., 1993; Humbel et al., 1998). Gold particles for
standard EM applications usually have sizes in the 5–15 nm range. This
allows binding of gold-conjugated antibodies to antigens at the cell
surface but limits diffusion of the antibody through the cytosol. For this
reason, gold conjugates were mainly used initially to label molecules of
interest at the cell surface and then to track their internalization
through different endocytic pathways (Cnop et al., 2000; Doyotte et al.,
2005; Fritzsching et al., 2002; Parton et al., 1989).


In the meantime, some tricks were invented to use gold particles for
labeling cytosolic epitopes. For example, perfect labeling with 5–10 nm
gold IgG conjugates was obtained to study the membrane trafficking of
vesicular stomatitis virus G protein (VSVG), thus permitting the quan-
titative analysis of VSVG in early compartments of the biosynthetic
pathway (Balch et al., 1994). Unfortunately, the ultrastructure of the
cells was compromised due to the use of a quite strong detergent, di-
gitonin. This reagent permitted nice penetration of gold-conjugated
antibodies towards the intracellular membranes containing VSVG.
However, digitonin treatment led to almost complete loss of the cytosol
with a resulting harsh impact on the morphology of the entire cell
(Balch et al., 1994).


Currently, the Fab fragments of IgG conjugated with ultra-small
1.4 nm gold particles can be considered the best reagent in terms of
their penetration and accessibility to the antigen (Hainfeld and Furuya,
1992; Hainfeld and Powell, 2000). Such antibodies ensure labeling
specificity without permeabilization with strong detergent, thus al-
lowing good preservation of the ultrastructure (Hainfeld and Furuya,
1992; Hainfeld and Powell, 2000). As only mild concentrations of sa-
ponin are needed to ensure the access of ultra-small gold conjugates to
virtually all cell compartments, both organelle damage and cytosol
extraction are minimized. In contrast to the HRP-based approach, im-
muno-gold pre-embedding works equally well for antigens located ei-
ther in the lumen of membrane-bound organelles or in the cytosol.
Indeed, we employed this method to label a wide range of proteins in
different organelles and structures such as late and early endosomes
(Barr et al., 2006; Polishchuk et al., 2006; Vicinanza et al., 2011), ly-
sosomes (Medina et al., 2011; Polishchuk et al., 2014), the Golgi ap-
paratus (Bossard et al., 2007; Egorov et al., 2009; Kweon et al., 2004;
Polishchuk et al., 2014; Trucco et al., 2004), the endoplasmic reticulum
(Bernascone et al., 2006; Chesi et al., 2016; Parisi et al., 2018), mi-
tochondria (Amoroso et al., 2012) and the primary cilium (Zaucke
et al., 2010) (see examples in Fig. 3A–D). This method was also in-
strumental in translational research. In particular, it helped to under-
stand how certain mutations associated with genetic disorders affect
trafficking of cargo proteins with vitally important functions
(Bernascone et al., 2006; Chesi et al., 2016; Parisi et al., 2018) (see also
example in Fig. 3C, D) or important regulatory molecules whose loss-of-
function compromises homeostasis in entire organelles (De Leo et al.,
2016; Vicinanza et al., 2011). Finally, immuno-gold pre-embedding
contributed to discovering new mechanistic insights into the functional
rescue of pathogenic mutations (Chesi et al., 2016).


An additional advantage of this approach is that immuno-gold pre-
embedding is not a time-consuming technique. Fixation takes about
40min, incubation with blocking/permeabilizing buffer another
30min, incubation with the primary antibody overnight, and incuba-
tion with the secondary gold-conjugated antibody for 2 h (Griffiths
et al., 1993; Humbel et al., 1998). If the primary antibody exhibits
robust labeling overnight, incubation can be substituted with a 1–2 h
interval. Enhancement of gold particles represents the shortest but most
critical step of the labeling procedure. The enhancement mixture is
used to increase 1.4 nm gold particles conjugated to a secondary


antibody to a larger size, which can be easily detected under the elec-
tron microscope. The timely exposure of the cells to the enhancement
mixture is very important to achieve gold particles with a homogeneous
size and to prevent them from aggregating into large clumps
(Polishchuk and Polishchuk, 2013; Polishchuk et al., 2012). The reac-
tion usually takes a few minutes, but sometimes only a few seconds.
Thus, it is extremely important to observe the cells using a conventional
bright-field light microscope after the addition of the enhancement
mixture and to stop the reaction with PBS washes as soon as the cells
start changing color to violet-grey (Polishchuk and Polishchuk, 2013;
Polishchuk et al., 2012). Further processing of the specimens does not
require any particular reagents/equipment as it involves routine steps
of post-fixation and inclusion in epoxy resin.


Ultra-small gold conjugates usually allow the antigen of interest to
be mapped with fairly high precision due to the small sizes of Fab
fragments. However, in some specific cases, this precision could be
improved further with even smaller Ni-NTA-gold probes, which re-
cognize the engineered histidine tags in the protein of interest (Hainfeld
et al., 1999). This approach might be extremely helpful for high-re-
solution analysis of dynamics and topology of protein domains
(Hainfeld et al., 1999; Hainfeld and Powell, 2000). Another trick for
improvement of pre-embedding resolution consists in the use of me-
tallothionein tags capable of nucleating electron-dense particles at the
protein of interest upon incubation with gold salts (Risco et al., 2012).
Importantly, this pre-embedding labeling approach might be utilized in
live cells, which could be subsequently fast-frozen or fixed and pre-
pared for EM visualization with minimal processing artifacts and al-
terations of ultrastructure (Risco et al., 2012).


Normally, immuno-gold pre-embedding is used to label a single
protein in cells or tissues. However, the demand for double labeling
frequently emerges in EM studies and adaptation of this method for
such an attractive task could in principle be achieved by applying dif-
ferent time intervals of gold-enhancement for two different proteins of
interest. Even though such double enhancement has been performed on
resin sections of brain cortex sections (Paspalas and Goldman-Rakic,
2004; Yi et al., 2001), it remains to be shown whether this strategy for
double labeling will work in the pre-embedding protocol.


4. Combination of HRP and gold labeling for pre-embedding


Integration of HRP and gold protocols in the same specimen re-
presents an alternative approach for labeling two different proteins
within the same specimen (see Fig. 4). Several considerations have to be
taken into account for successful execution of this procedure. As men-
tioned above, HRP-based labeling should be restricted to antigens that
reside in membrane-enclosed compartments to avoid diffusion of the
oxidized DAB product from the location of the antigen. For this reason,
it is also better to use HRP probes that do not require membrane per-
meabilization (DNA constructs with a HRP tag or HRP-conjugated li-
gands). The sequence of labeling also makes a difference. We found that
the HRP step has to precede immuno-gold labeling. Otherwise, HRP-
mediated oxidation of DAB induces non-specific precipitates that mask
gold particles associated with the antigen of interest.


The combination of HRP and gold labeling was initially used to
study the interplay between endocytic and biosynthetic pathways
(Futter et al., 1995; Polishchuk et al., 2004, 2000) or between different
segments of the endocytic route (Doyotte et al., 2005; Parton et al.,
1989). Later, HRP-tagged proteins emerged as bona-fide markers of
membrane compartments, while gold labeling allowed different pro-
teins to be mapped within or outside the HRP-labeled compartments
(Egorov et al., 2009; Trucco et al., 2004). The same approach was ap-
plied to study how constitutively active or inactive mutants of reg-
ulatory proteins (revealed with immuno-gold) impact on the ultra-
structure of the compartment of interest containing the HRP marker
(Bossard et al., 2007). Finally, HRP/gold pre-embedding was even
employed for translational purposes and revealed important details
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about how therapeutic viral vectors invade the target cell (Stoneham
et al., 2012).


5. Pre-embedding labeling for correlative light-electron
microscopy (CLEM)


The pre-embedding labeling procedure is extensively used for cor-
relative-light electron microscopy (CLEM), an advanced technique that,
since 2000, never ceases to evolve (Brown et al., 2009; Giepmans et al.,
2006; Polishchuk et al., 2003, 2000). The discovery of CLEM began
when researchers started to use living cells extensively that expressed a
protein of interest conjugated with green fluorescent protein (GFP). In
2000, our research team developed and applied CLEM to study con-
stitutive post-Golgi trafficking (Polishchuk et al., 2000). Colored GFP
video-imaging was combined with black and white electron microscopy
to characterize the same intracellular structure, first in living cells and
then at the ultrastructural level. With the help of CLEM, mobile fluor-
escent spots carrying VSVG-GFP cargo from the Golgi appeared under


the electron microscope as quite complex membrane structures with
tubular and saccular elements. Pre-embedding labeling played a fun-
damental role in this study because it allowed us to convert the fluor-
escence of VSVG-GFP into electron dense signals, which significantly
facilitated the identification of the same structure in time-lapse and EM
images (Polishchuk et al., 2000).


The power and potential of CLEM were immediately recognized by
the research community and it quickly expanded into different fields of
cell biology. In parallel, different approaches for CLEM evolved (Brown
et al., 2009). However, the pre-embedding protocol for CLEM offers
some advantages over number of other CLEM strategies. One of the
most challenging steps in the CLEM procedure is the correlation of
fluorescent and EM images. The presence of HRP or gold labels that
correspond to the fluorescent signal significantly simplifies the identi-
fication of the same structure at the light and electron microscopy levels
(Polishchuk and Polishchuk, 2013; Polishchuk et al., 2012). In addition,
pre-embedding CLEM does not require a specific instrument and can be
done with very basic EM equipment.


Fig. 3. Intracellular localization of different
proteins using immuno-gold pre-embedding
protocol.
A. ARPE 19 cells were labeled with an anti-
body against LAMP1. Numerous late endo-
somes/lysosomes (arrows) show LAMP1-asso-
ciated gold particles on their external
membrane. B. HCT116 colon carcinoma cells
expressing TRAP1-HA were labeled for EM
using the immuno-gold protocol. A primary
antibody against HA was used to visualize the
distribution of TRAP1. Gold particles indicate
localization of TRAP1 in mitochondria (ar-
rows). C. HepG2 hepatoma cells were labeled
with an antibody against the Wilson disease
protein ATP7B. Gold particles indicate pre-
ferential localization of ATP7B at the mem-
branes of the TGN, where ATP7B normally
operates. D. The panel shows the distribution
of the Wilson disease-causing ATP7B mutant
over ER membranes (arrows), where the mu-
tant is retained due to misfolding. Labeling was
with an antibody against endogenous ATP7B in
hepatic cells obtained by reprogramming fi-
broblasts from a patient homozygous for the
most frequent ATP7B mutation (the H1069Q
substitution). Scale bars: 250 nm (A), 140 nm
(B, C), 100 nm (D).


Fig. 4. Combination of HRP and immuno-gold
labeling for pre-embedding.
NRK cells expressing a trans-Golgi marker sia-
lyltransferase-HRP (STf-HRP) were first in-
cubated with DAB to reveal HRP and then la-
beled with an antibody against the Golgi
resident protein GM130 (A) or against the
membrane cargo protein VSVG (B) using the
immuno-gold protocol. The Golgi enzyme STf
localized to the last cisternae of the Golgi
stacks (arrows in A and B) and membranes of
the TGN. GM130-associated gold particles de-
corated membranes at the cis-portion of the
Golgi stack (A). In contrast to GM130, VSVG
was detected across all Golgi cisternae, in-
dicating efficient trafficking of this cargo pro-
tein through the Golgi stack (B). Scale bars:
90 nm (A), 70 nm (B).
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Initially, the main goal of CLEM was to catch very fast intracellular
events in living cells and follow them by EM. Of course, the use of CLEM
depends on the different biological questions being asked by re-
searchers. Therefore, traditional CLEM gave rise to the development of
different CLEM strategies. For example, simple immunofluorescence in
fixed cells could be also combined with EM (Brown et al., 2009;
Giepmans et al., 2006; Polishchuk and Polishchuk, 2013; Polishchuk
et al., 2012). Again, it is not always obligatory to use a primary anti-
body against GFP: any antigen that maintains its antigenicity after the
EM fixative could be used for CLEM. Identification of the same molecule
and in particular its transition from the fluorescent to the electron-
dense stage became easier because the Fab fragments of IgGs con-
jugated to both the fluorophore and 1.4 nm gold particles became
available on the market (Polishchuk and Polishchuk, 2013; Polishchuk
et al., 2012). Antibodies conjugated with quantum dots offer similar
possibility for visualization of the same protein using combination of
fluorescence microscopy and EM (Deerinck et al., 2007; Giepmans
et al., 2006). Even though CLEM is considered a time-consuming
technique, it requires the same time intervals for labeling and embed-
ding as the classical immuno-gold protocol described above. However,
experience with living cells plus practice in cutting of serial sections
and skill in EM analysis are absolutely required before performing
CLEM, because these are considered quite difficult for beginners.


Initially, the HRP pre-embedding protocol was utilized for CLEM
(Polishchuk et al., 2000) while immuno-gold labeling was introduced
later (Polishchuk et al., 2003). Despite the availability of very efficient
primary and secondary antibodies, a strong demand for hybrid probes
(i.e., probes that can be visualized by both light microscopy and EM)
emerged among CLEM users (Giepmans et al., 2006). In the past such an
approach was used, when oxygen radicals, generated upon illumination
of fluorescent BODIPY-ceramide, caused photooxidation of DAB in the
trans-Golgi compartment where ceramide was enriched (Pagano et al.,
1989). Soon after the development of GFP video-imaging, a significant
effort for photoconvertion of GFP fluorescence into an electron-dense
signal culminated in the development of the GRAB (GFP recognition
after bleaching) technique. Based on GFP bleaching and photooxidation
of DAB into an electron-dense precipitate, this GRAB technique per-
mitted the characterization of the distribution of N-acet-
ylgalactosaminyltransferase-2-GFP within the Golgi stack (Grabenbauer
et al., 2005). However, due to the low photo-oxidation potential of GFP,
this method failed to achieve broad applicability. To circumvent this
problem, a new fluorescent flavoprotein with exceptional photo-oxi-
dation properties, known as miniSOG (mini Singlet Oxygen Generator),
was engineered from Arabidopsis phototropin 2. MinSOG can be fused
to proteins instead of GFP, and therefore it is able to photoconvert DAB
into its electron-dense precipitate. The initial use of miniSOG-tagged
proteins (such as actin, histone 2B, connexin43, SynCAM, to name but a
few) allowed efficient correlation of different intracellular structures at
the light microscopy and EM levels, with very specific labeling, good
preservation of ultrastructure, and excellent EM contrast (Shu et al.,
2011). The photoconversion approach can be recommended to those
researchers who have experience with the generation of stable cell lines
because transient transfections have their limits.


6. Integration of pre-embedding labeling with three-dimensional
(3D) EM technologies


The development of 3D methods such as EM tomography and
Focused-Ion Beam-Scanning Electron Microscopy (FIB-SEM) sig-
nificantly expanded the capabilities of EM analysis. Visualization of
apparently familiar organelles in 3D with a resolution of a few nm led to
surprising discoveries about their architecture and function
(Baumeister et al., 1999; Narayan and Subramaniam, 2015). Moreover,
3D EM analysis became indispensible in the case of some particular
cellular structures, e.g. membrane organelle contact sites. The pre-
embedding method can be easily combined with these 3D EM


technologies. In this case, pre-embedding offers a unique possibility to
track the molecule of interest through the 3D volume of the organelle of
interest. Indeed, in initial studies EM tomography was used to track the
3D distribution of HRP-labeled glycosylation enzymes through the
complex volumes of different sub-compartments in Golgi stacks
(Grabenbauer et al., 2005; Kweon et al., 2004). However, despite ex-
cellent resolution, the regular volumes of EM tomograms are limited by
the thickness of the plastic section (200–500 nm) and frequently do not
allow full reconstruction of an entire organelle, whose size goes beyond
these limits.


FIB-SEM circumvents this limitation and offers an opportunity for
3D analysis of entire organelles and even cells at nanometer resolution
(Narayan and Subramaniam, 2015). It is becoming clear that biological
material prepared by the pre-embedding technique could be perfectly
analyzed by FIB-SEM. It is very important to note that there is no need
to make any changes in the preparation of the samples and the same
specimens can be analyzed by both conventional TEM and FIB-SEM
tomography. The advantage of FIB-SEM is that, after embedding of the
specimen in resin, the manual cutting of sections (an obligatory pro-
cedure for conventional TEM analysis) is not required. Instead, an ion
beam of a FIB-SEM removes thin slices of desirable thickness from the
surface of the sample. The electron beam is then applied to acquire a
high-resolution image of the sample surface by recording the back-
scattered electrons. When the cell features (membranes, cytoskeletal
elements, protein complexes) are cross-sectioned, they are revealed in
an almost equivalent way as with a TEM microscope. The sequential
slicing and viewing steps are repeated automatically until they produce
serial sectional images of desirable volume. Using this machine, re-
searchers can decide the thickness of the slices based on how precisely
they want to reconstruct the object of interest: a pixel size of 10 nm can
be achieved.


Gold particles or HRP labeling, representing the protein of interest,
can be followed by FIB-SEM through the whole 3D volume of the cell,
thus allowing an exact mapping of protein distribution in the context of
the entire cellular environment (Okayama et al., 2014; Shi et al., 2017).
FIB-SEM can be considered as an ideal instrument for the analysis of
pre-embedding CLEM (our personal observations) due to two main
reasons: almost no risk of losing the samples, because serial sections are
produced not manually but with the help of a very precise instrument;
3D resolution of the specimen becomes isogenic (equal in XYZ direc-
tions) that is not possible with serial sectioning in the regular CLEM
procedure.


In summary, despite being quite an old approach, pre-embedding
labeling has not lost it attractiveness since it offers a broad range of
possibilities for visualization of different molecules at the EM level. Its
adaptability to emerging light and electron microscopy technologies
underscores the potential of the pre-embedding approach for the de-
velopment of future imaging technologies, which are expected to pave
the way for the visualization of biological processes with extremely
high spatial, temporal and molecular resolution.
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